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ABSTRACT OF THE DISSERTATION

Practical Systems for Formalizing Scientific Terminology and Protocols
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Charles Thomas Henley Gillespie

Doctor of Philosophy in Neurosciences (with a specialization in Multiscale Biology)

University of California San Diego, 2023

Maryann Martone, Chair

This dissertation presents the results of three efforts to build practical systems for formal-

izing concepts in science: neuron types, brain regions, and experimental protocols. Neuron types

and brain regions are foundational concepts in neuroscience, and protocols are foundational for

all scientific results and the concepts we build from them.

Chapter One presents the Neuron Phenotype Ontology and supporting tools and their ap-

plication to model common types generally known in the field and to experimental types defined

by the exact techniques employed in a single lab. The goal: to provide a common method to

name and communicate about neuron types by composing types as collections of phenotypes

with each phenotype being a pair of a term for the value of the phenotype drawn from existing
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shared terminology and a relationship that captures the data modality of and methodology used

to determine that value.

Chapter Two presents the AtOM ontology model for anatomical atlases and the results

of applying it to model a wide range of extant atlases. The goal: to establish standard ways of

identifying atlases and their versions and enabling their use in digital infrastructure to facilitate

a wide variety of use cases. Examples include clear communication about the exact spatial and

semantic brain regions from which experimental data are collected and linking those regions to

the methodologically defined criteria used to delineate their boundaries.

Chapter Three presents protc/ur, a domain specific language for specifying protocols,

and presents the results of applying it to extract structured data from experimental protocols. The

goals: to validate the protc/ur domain model and curation workflows, show that protc/ur

enables queries over complex relationships to find quantitative data extracted from natural lan-

guage, and, ultimately, demonstrate that protc/ur and the system as a whole are an effective

way to formalize protocols and make the details of methodology visible in information systems.

Taken together these chapters show the effectiveness of using experimental methodology

as an organizing principle in scientific information systems and the potential that it has as a

guiding principle for building practical tools for working scientists.
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Introduction

Of the many possible perspectives on the work presented in this dissertation, there is

one unifying perspective that stands out among the rest. That is formalization, the process of

taking informal, colloquial, or even technical but nonetheless idiosyncratic or specific jargon,

and translating it into an internally consistent representation that follows a set of explicit rules.

In particular, this dissertation is about building practical systems for formalizing termi-

nology in neuroscience for cell types and brain regions, and about building practical systems for

formalizing something that applies to all science – experimental protocols.

As exemplified in the first two chapters, there is a virtuous cycle between the formaliza-

tion of experimental protocols and formalization of terminology. In chapter one this is seen in

the way that the methodological consistency underlying the definition for neuron types within

an individual paper made it possible to construct formal representations for those neurons. In

chapter two this is seen in the opportunities for data integration that are enabled by the use of

formal identifiers for brain regions and proper referencing of atlases. Formal protocols, and

effective communication via semi-formal protocols, cannot proceed without at least having for-

mal identifiers for things, for example, the periodic table, IUPAC nomenclature, or the binomial

name system1, 2. Likewise, the meaning of formal identifiers cannot become sufficiently pre-

1Though it is not included as part of this dissertation, our work on Research Resource Identifiers (RRIDs) is

of particular interest in understanding the vital importance of formal identifiers for reproducibility and effective

communication about critical reagents such as antibodies and cell lines [5].
2Some might ask given this statement, how science proceeded before such formal systems came into place. The

answer is rooted in part in the difference in scale between early modern science and the current global scientific

enterprise, and in the distinction between formalization and communication with others who do not already share
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cise for use in science without the formalization of the protocols used to create or classify their

referents3, 4

In the past it was possible for a single individual to develop an internal understanding

that was sufficiently consistent that they were able to make scientific progress without having to

communicate extensively with many others5. As the phenomena we study have become increas-

ingly complex and as we have had to divide up the labor of understanding nature, communication

between individuals and between groups that do not share the same jargon has become unavoid-

able in order for us to make progress. With it has come the need to formalize our understanding

of everything from the meaning of one inch to the meaning of acetylcholine to the meaning

of Python. When trying to apply or interpret scientific results, or to follow a protocol, informal

communication can lead and has led at best to time wasted failing to get a program to run on the

wrong version of a runtime, or, at worst, to disasters such as the capsizing of a ship on its maiden

voyage6.

Buildings systems to enable formalization is particularly challenging [90]. The majority

the same jargon.
3Traditionally, this formalization has been embodied in the corporate entities of modern industrial society. The

fact that the formalization is not crystallized into a version controlled file written in a formal language does not mean

that no such formalization exists. Rather, it means that it is hard to access, understand, and assess the formalization

of that knowledge when it is embodied as part of a process carried out by a corporate entity.
4Even formal identifiers that seem like they might not need an underlying protocol often do. For example, the

ORCID identifier system [41] for research contributors was designed from inception with a protocol defining how

it identified contributors that is different from similar systems such as ISNI [64]. Specifically, the ORCID system

requires that that the referent of an ORCID identifier must explicitly registered for the ORCID identifier themselves.

This means that bulk uploads of contributors from publishers that might contain mistakes and introduce non-existent

or duplicate persons have not been used to populate the ORCID registry, but it also means that it is not possible for

Aristotle to ever be identified by an ORCID [40].
5Consider for example Newton, who certainly corresponded with other scientists at the time, but who was able

to develop the foundations for modern physics and calculus while socially isolating in the countryside to avoid the

plague in London [63].
6This is not to say that creativity and accident do not have a critical role to play in science, nor to say that jargon

is informal. Jargon employed by small groups of experts can be extremely formal vital for effective and rapid

communication. Issue arise when the formal meaning is implicit [90] or assumed and when two pieces of jargon

with the same name but different meaning collide. For example, in the case of the capsized ship, the term ”inch”

was exchanged without explicit formalization or standardization and the result was the confusion of the Swedish

inch and Amsterdam inch. Both the Swedish foot and Amsterdam foot were the same length, but the Swedish foot

had 12 inches and the Amsterdam foot had 11 inches. The difference compounded over many timbers was sufficient

in combination with other factors to result in the capsizing of the Vasa [45, 13].
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of the practical work in this dissertation focuses on formal languages of one kind or another.

While formal languages can provide excellent interfaces to a domain [6, 101, 23], they are also

notorious for being a source of enormous frustration and friction for domain experts who are not

necessarily experts in the technical systems. The risk as outlined in [90] is that users either work

around the formal part of the system, use it incorrectly, or bail out via an escape hatch if one is

present.

One conclusion of the work on protocols in chapter three is that supporting gradual for-

malization is one way to empower users to slowly increase the formality of a protocol or parts of

a protocol as their audience changes and grows, or as certain parts of that protocol are identified

to be particularly critical for achieving a desired result.

Formalization has a cost. Therefore, it is critical to provide tools that empower formal-

ization when it is necessary without forcing it when it is not. As such, the work underlying this

dissertation has attempted, although perhaps not always successfully, to create interfaces that

allow users to do practical work in an efficient way. We have found that in the balance of try-

ing to build software systems, it is more practical and cost effective to target the needs of users

who can be taught to apply the formalism in collaboration with domain experts, namely curators.

Attempting to build systems for formalization that can be used directly by working scientists in

the lab is currently beyond the capabilities of most research groups, and as noted, probably not

actually a good use of resources.

Despite these challenges, the opportunities created by formalization are immense, as seen

in chapters one and two, especially in light of the increasing informaticization of science. One

might argue that the need for formalization is particularly acute not only for the new things that

can be done with systems that are more than mere stores of natural language text, but also because

the neural network based tools that have recently drawn attention are exquisitely bad at dealing

with even the most basic types of scientific evidence [7, 36].

Yet despite the obstacles and opportunities, formalization is not an end in and of itself.

3



There must be some reason to expend such effort.

In all three chapters formalization is perused in service of evidence. For neurons it is

evidence tying neuron types to their constituent phenotypes and the phenotypes to the original

type of measurement that was made. For brain regions it is evidence tying the location for data

collection to specific versions of brain atlases, and evidence tying the regions defined in those

atlases to delineation criteria. For protocols it is evidence tying data back to methodology, the

details of and constrains on the experimental processes that produced it.

Further, it is not just to link to evidence in principle, but to build systems that link to

evidence in practice that can make it possible find whatever evidence we do have to support

a given scientific claim, from the existence of a particular type of neuron in a particular brain

region, to the validity of a protocol for collecting interpretable data.

The dissertation is laid out into three chapters.

Chapter one focuses on the creation of an ontology for neuron types. The key result is

a flexible representation for neuron types that can integrate both existing knowledge from the

literature and experimental results into a single system.

Chapter two focuses on the creation of an ontology for anatomical atlases. The key result

is an ontology model for anatomical atlases and their parts that can be applied to any type of atlas

and that provides clear guidance for both creators and users of atlases with regard to versioning

and referencing of atlases.

Chapter three focuses on the creation of a formal language for scientific protocols. The

key result is the use of the language to annotate natural language protocols with high coverage of

the text and reasonable curation efficiency, and the ability to use the information extracted from

those protocols to find for datasets.

Chapters one and two represent the two different phases of the cycle between formal iden-

tifiers and experimental protocols. Chapter one shows how methodological consistency makes

it possible to create formal identifiers for experimental neuron types. Chapter two provides a

4



way to formalize the identification of atlases and their versions so that they can be used to more

precisely name regions used in protocols and communicated in results. Conceptually, chapter

three connects the first two together in its focus on the formalization of experimental protocols

which are what ultimately provide the definitions of neuron types and brain regions.
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Chapter 1

The Neuron Phenotype Ontology: A FAIR

Approach to Proposing and Classifying

Neuronal Types

Abstract

Most of the work underlying Chapter One of this dissertation was conducted nearly half

a decade ago. In the time since then, the underlying system has continued to evolve as it has

been applied to represent and manage information about populations of neurons in the peripheral

nervous system for the SPARC Connectivity Knowledge base of the Autonomic Nervous System

(SCKAN) [30]. As a result of this work we have identified three key additions that need to be

made to the system.

The first is the simplified RDF representation that was considered at the time but not

implemented. The representation of neuron types as OWL classes is excellent for automatically

classifying individual neurons, but it is profoundly bad as a way to work with the types those

classes represent. It was not implemented at the time because the Python representation already

6



provided similar functionality; however, as use cases developed, the types also needed to be more

easily accessible in the knowledge base.

The second is the representation of phenotype values as unions and intersections of OWL

classes. Without this, the number of terms needed for cross products between, e.g., anatomical

regions and layers would be difficult to manage and maintain. Further, forcing users to create

such terms defeats the purpose of a composable language for neuron types that can reuse existing

terminology.

The third is the representation of the order in which neurites pass through anatomical

regions. This has already been implemented 1 as it is particularly important in the peripheral

nervous system where a single neuron can pass through many regions via a circuitous route, and

where supporting ontologies may lack the adjacency axioms needed to infer the order or where

that order would be ambiguous even if those axioms were present, and more practically because

specifying the order on the neuron itself keeps the information in one place, is easier to verify,

and can in principle be used to cross check adjacency information from supporting ontologies.

Finally, there are two improvements to the system that validate the use of the neurondm

Python representation as an interchange format for neuron types. The first is that the neurondm

Python library has been decoupled from the NIF-Ontology and can be used much more easily2.

The second is that the neurondm representation is being used as a common format for alignment

and exchange between multiple groups and multiple systems for curating neuron types from the

literature, creating visual representations body maps, and representing anatomical flows3.

1https://github.com/tgbugs/pyontutils/blob/master/neurondm/neurondm/orders.py
2See, e.g., https://github.com/SciCrunch/sparc-curation/blob/master/docs/sckan-python.

ipynb for an example of how to get started using neurondm to work with populations from SCKAN.
3See https://github.com/tgbugs/pyontutils/blob/master/neurondm/docs/composer.py for ex-

amples the application of neurondm to these use cases.
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Abstract

The challenge of dening and cataloging the building blocks of the brain requires a standardized approach to naming neurons 
and organizing knowledge about their properties. The US Brain Initiative Cell Census Network, Human Cell Atlas, Blue 
Brain Project, and others are generating vast amounts of data and characterizing large numbers of neurons throughout the 
nervous system. The neuroscientic literature contains many neuron names (e.g. parvalbumin-positive interneuron or layer 5 
pyramidal cell) that are commonly used and generally accepted. However, it is often unclear how such common usage types 
relate to many evidence-based types that are proposed based on the results of new techniques. Further, comparing dierent 
types across labs remains a signicant challenge. Here, we propose an interoperable knowledge representation, the Neuron 
Phenotype Ontology (NPO), that provides a standardized and automatable approach for naming cell types and normalizing 
their constituent phenotypes using identiers from community ontologies as a common language. The NPO provides a frame-
work for systematically organizing knowledge about cellular properties and enables interoperability with existing neuron 
naming schemes. We evaluate the NPO by populating a knowledge base with three independent cortical neuron classica-
tions derived from published data sets that describe neurons according to molecular, morphological, electrophysiological, 
and synaptic properties. Competency queries to this knowledge base demonstrate that the NPO knowledge model enables 
interoperability between the three test cases and neuron names commonly used in the literature.

Keywords Neurons · Cell types · Ontology · Knowledge base · Interoperability · Knowledge integration · FAIR principles

Introduction

The modern description and classification of neurons 
and the diversity of their properties began with the work 
of Santiago Ramon y Cajal over 100 years ago. Cajal 

benetted from a newly discovered technique, the Golgi 
stain, to reveal neurons as individual entities of remark-
ably dierent shapes, which he described as the “butter-
ies of the soul”. Our knowledge of neuron types (as with 
cell types) has continued to evolve as new experimental 
techniques emerge. For this reason, a centerpiece of the 
US Brain Initiative is to re-examine what constitutes a 
cell type in light of new ways of probing the nervous sys-
tem. Through the BRAIN Initiative Cell Census Network 
(BICCN) researchers are generating large pools of data 
using cutting edge methods that are being integrated across 
data types through the use of standards such as common 
spatial and semantic mappings (Ecker et al., 2017). The 
BICCN joins several other large initiatives such as the 
Blue Brain Project (Markram, 2006), Human Cell Atlas 
(Regev et al., 2017), and SPARC (https:// sparc. scien ce/) 
which also seek to provide foundational knowledge on the 
types of cells that make up the nervous system. As these 
data are analyzed and synthesized, new ways to distinguish 
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among dierent classes of neurons are being proposed and 
published.

One of the end goals of these large projects is to inte-
grate and analyze large quantities of cellular data to derive 
new taxonomic classication of neurons across neural 
structures and to arrive at a new understanding of what 
constitutes a cell type in the nervous system. To manage 
this process, some have called for a consistent naming 
scheme for neurons, so that as new types are discovered, 
their ndings can be reported and compared in an organ-
ized way (DeFelipe et al., 2013; Hamilton et al., 2012; 
Shepherd et al., 2019). Biology has a long history of suc-
cessfully developing and deploying taxonomies and nam-
ing conventions for new entities, e.g., species, enzymes. 
The process usually involves the commissioning of an 
authoritative body that comes up with a regularized 
method and vocabulary for distinguishing among dier-
ent types and applying an appropriate nomenclature. This 
approach has been attempted for neuron types. For exam-
ple, the Petilla terminology proposed a set of criteria and 
controlled terminology for naming cortical interneurons 
based on traditional electrophysiological and morpho-
logical measurements (Petilla Interneuron Nomenclature 
Group et al., 2008). However, developing taxonomies and 
naming conventions pre-supposes that we understand the 
key dimensions across which neurons should be classied 
and the foundations of what constitutes a cell type. If the 
methodological foundations for the classication have not
yet reached something universally agreed upon as founda-
tional, such as a nucleotide or amino acid sequence, then 
the classication remains technique dependent. Thus, as 
new technologies enable further characterization of addi-
tional dimensions,including some that may be founda-
tional, our concept of cell types is likely to evolve. While 
we know that existing techniques for determining cell type 
have not yet been able to measure something as founda-
tional as a nucleotide sequence, recent large integrative 
data gathering exercises have tended to rene our current 
concepts rather than replace them (Osumi-Sutherland, 
2017). A single cell transcriptomic analysis of retinal 
bipolar cells, (Shekhar et al., 2016), detected 17 dierent 
types of RBC, 15 of which had been previously described. 
The challenge remains to dene a knowledge representa-
tion that can readily adapt to and integrate results from 
new data-driven taxonomic eorts but which still sup-
ports references to classical naming schemes to ensure 
integration with the large amount of historical published 
knowledge. Further, even when foundational techniques 
can be routinely deployed at scale, not all experiments and 
certainly not all clinical use cases will be able to employ 
those techniques directly. Thus, our knowledge manage-
ment systems need to explicitly account for the techniques 

that are required to perform such classication so that 
mappings to other techniques can be developed.

Most proposed schemes, to date, comprise a hierarchical 
method based on various phenotypic properties for their foun-
dation, i.e., key molecular, physiological, and connectivity 
signatures that distinguish a neuron type. Phenotypic proper-
ties are typically properties of a neuron which are consistent 
across a variety of measurements, although many phenotypic 
properties can only be consistently reproduced with a spe-
cic experimental technique or protocol. Given the multiple 
dimensions across which neurons can be dierentiated, a 
phenotype-based approach for classication could eectively 
generate an almost innite number of ways to categorize neu-
rons, depending on the granularity at which the distinctions 
are expressed. A single taxonomy that eectively organizes 
neurons across these dimensions is unlikely. The recent pro-
posal for naming cortical neurons by (Shepherd et al., 2019) 
shows how quickly the number of phenotypes can explode, 
particularly when trying to address the results of dense phe-
notypic sampling such as array expression. Thus for neuronal 
cell types, given the complexity and variety of potentially 
distinguishing features and the likely evolution of these over 
time, any system for communicating and comparing across 
phenotypes will require a rm computational foundation.

Traditionally, such proposed classications are commu-
nicated through the research paper, where any taxonomy 
proposed is presented in the form a table, dendrogram or 
some other gure (e.g., Paul et al., 2017, Table S7; Markram 
et al., 2015, Table 1). The problem with our traditional way 
of constructing and communicating these taxonomies is that 
they require a human being to understand, compare, and rec-
oncile them (Petilla Interneuron Nomenclature Group et al., 
2008). Anyone who has attempted to read through multiple 
articles, each with their own proposal for classifying cell 
types within a region understands the diculties in trying 
to reconcile the dierent schemes, even when they are based 
on limited numbers of data dimensions. The multiplicity 
of papers proposing classication schemes just for cortical 
interneurons illustrates this point (Cauli et al., 1997). With 
the BICCN and other large scale consortia tasked to map 
the cellular landscape of the brain and body, the potential 
number of these taxonomies is likely to explode beyond the 
current already unmanageable number, as researchers apply 
new types of analytics to understand the data. For neurosci-
ence to move beyond paper-based forums for discussion and 
integration, we need to treat taxonomies and names as com-
putable artifacts that comply with the FAIR data principles, 
FAIR = Findable, Accessible, Interoperable and Reusable; 
(Wilkinson et al., 2016).

Towards that end, we have developed an ontology-based 
data model, the Neuron Phenotype Ontology (NPO). The 
NPO aims to provide an interoperable representation of cell 
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types that can evolve as our phenotypic knowledge evolves, 
from initial data gathering to modeling and synthesis 
(Fig. 1). The NPO provides a computable representation of 
cell types dened by collections of phenotypic properties, 
designed to enable interoperability between neuronal tax-
onomies. It is designed to enable scientists to discover which 
cell types (or potential cell types) share similar properties 
and to help scientists understand when the cell types they 
observe are the same or similar to other cell types described 
in the literature or from other laboratories. Here, we show 
how the NPO can be used to express taxonomies proposed 
by different research groups using modern techniques, 
enable comparisons between them, and enable queries with 
commonly used neuron types from the literature.

Methods

Overview of NPO

The NPO as well as all data and code referenced below are 
available for reuse under open licenses (see Data and Code 
availability statement).

The NPO is composed of two parts. A set of core ontol-
ogy les that dene a data model for neuron types, and the 
NPOKB, the collection of neuron types dened using the 
NPO core ontology data model. See supplemental methods 
for details.

The NPO provides a data model for modeling a neuron 
type as a “bag of key phenotypes”, that is, neurons are rep-
resented as a collection of phenotypic properties (Fig. 2) 
formalized as Web Ontology Language (OWL) classes. 
These properties can then be used to communicate about 
and compare phenotypes across laboratories, species, and 
experimental techniques. This approach has been demon-
strated previously in the context of text-based queries of 
neuron type mentions (Richardet et al., 2015). The original 
set of object properties for the ontology were sourced from 
the existing NeuroLex (RRID:SCR_005402) model for neu-
rons (Larson & Martone, 2013). As we developed the CUTs 
and EBTs we added new properties as needed based on the 
phenotypes that were measured in particular experiments.

Each of these dimensions is linked to a formal vocabulary 
or ontology, which is used to provide the descriptors for 
qualitative phenotypic attributes (Table 1). When possible, 

Table 1  The current Phenotypic Dimensions of the NPO and the associated ontologies/vocabularies used to populate the data model. When 
NIFSTD appears in this table the terms were nearly always added to support the NPO. Examples are drawn from Fig. 2

1 https:// www. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov/ taxon omy
2 https:// github. com/ SciCr unch/ NIF- Ontol ogy/ blob/ master/ docs/ brain- regio ns. org
3 https:// github. com/ SciCr unch/ NIF- Ontol ogy
4 https:// www. ncbi. nlm. nih. gov/ gene
5 https:// www. ebi. ac. uk/ chebi/
6 https:// proco nsort ium. org/
7 http:// geneo ntolo gy. org/

Phenotypic dimension Definition Vocabularies/ontologies

Taxonomic
Example: Species

The species or taxon rank in which the phenotype inheres NCBI  taxonomy1

Anatomical
Example: Brain Region

The regions of the nervous system containing parts of the 
neuron. Primary location is indicated by the location of 
the cell soma, but anatomical location may be assigned to 
any cell part through a series of predicates

UBERON; various brain atlases via NIFSTD  parcellation2

Morphological Distinguishing morphological characteristics NIFSTD3

Molecular
Example: Expression

Distinguishing molecular constituents NCBI  Gene4,  CHEBI5, Protein  Ontology6

Physiological Expresses a relationship between a neuron type and an 
electrophysiological phenotype concept. This should be 
used when a neuron type is described using a high level 
electrophysiological concept class, e.g., bursting

NIFSTD Petilla Conventions (Petilla Interneuron 
Nomenclature Group, 2008)

Connection Indicates a synaptic relationship between cell types. Further 
elaborated into connectivity determined by dierent 
techniques, e.g., physiology, electron microscopy

Gene  Ontology7

Circuit role
Example: Projection

Indicates whether the neuron is an Intrinsic neuron (local 
circuit neuron), projection neuron, or sensory neuron

NIFSTD (Bug et al., 2008)

Projection targets
Example: Projection

Expresses a relationship between a neuron type and a brain 
region to which it sends axons. Synaptic relationships are 
represented through the connection relationship

UBERON (Mungall et al., 2012)/various atlases/NIF 
Gross Anatomy (Bug et al., 2008)
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the vocabularies are drawn from community ontologies/
vocabularies in broad use across biomedicine to aid in 
interoperability. Those dimensions that were not covered 
by specic community ontologies were added as classes to 
the appropriate branches of the NIFSTD ontology. NIFSTD 
is a harmonized set of neuroscience relevant ontologies 
developed and maintained by the Neuroscience Information 
Framework (Bug et al., 2008). These dimensions are further 
elaborated in a set of predicates that capture more granular 
aspects of phenotypes. For example, hasMolecularPheno-

type can be further divided into hasNeurotransmitterPheno-

type, hasEpigeneticPhenotype, and hasExpressionPhenotype 
(Fig. 3). hasExpressionPhenotype is further broken down 
into a set of predicates that captures the methodology used 
to reveal the phenotype. In the current version (v1) of the 
NPO, we have not made use of the full set of relationships 
to simplify the reasoning. Relationships that have not been 
used in the current version of the NPO or that are not in the 

NPO core but are planned for inclusion in the future are 
grayed out in Fig. 3.

For negative phenotypes, that is, where the lack of a 
particular phenotype is considered to be a distinguishing 
feature between neuron types, we use negation in OWL 
semantics, e.g., a parvalbumin negative neuron would be 
modeled as “not (hasExpressionPhenotype some 'parval-
bumin alpha')”.

We have also included disjointness axioms1 in cases 
where the strength of the assertions from the EBTs were 
not as denitive as full negation.

For evaluation purposes, we have used the NPO data 
model to construct a knowledge base of neuronal phenotypes 

Fig. 1  Evolution of neuron knowledge  A Common usage types 
(CUTs) emerge in the literature as evidence accumulated for generally 
accepted neuron types with implicitly known properties. Data-driven 
studies generate evidence-based types (EBTs) based on explicitly 

measured standardized properties B The Neuron Phenotype Ontology 
(NPO) provides interoperability between the CUTs from the literature, 
the EBTs from data-driven studies, and new experimental observa-
tions from individual laboratories

1 For an introduction to disjointness axioms in ontologies see Dis-
jointness Between Classes in an Ontology (Stevens & Sattler, 2012) 
http:// ontog enesis. knowl edgeb log. org/ 1260/.
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comprising two branches: 1. Phenotypic representations of 
common usage types (CUTs) from classical morphological 
and physiological studies over the past 100 years; 2. Classi-
cation models arising from newer experimental techniques 
tied to individual projects,laboratories or initiatives, termed 

evidence based types (EBTs). The data model is supported 
by computational tools that enable individual researchers 
to compose the complex phenotype of a neuron out of any 
number of individual phenotypes that are tightly linked to 
individual data sets and analyses (Fig. 4). We have created 

Neuroinformatics (2022) 20:793–809

Fig. 2  High level data model for 
neuron phenotypes. The Neuron 
Phenotype Ontology character-
izes neuron types as bundles of 
normalized phenotypic proper-
ties. Dimensions that have not 
been used in the current version 
of the NPO or are planned for 
the future are grayed out
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a python library called neurondm that implements Neuron 
Lang, a domain specic language (DSL) for specifying neu-
ron types. Neuron Lang was created as part of this project 
to provide a compact representation that expands into more 
verbose OWL2. The neurondm library provides tools for 
generating human readable neuron names based on these 
OWL semantics as well as tools for mapping to and from 
collections of local names for phenotypes by using ontol-
ogy identiers as the common language underlying all local 
naming. The tools allow us to automatically generate names 
for neurons in a regular and consistent way using a set of 
rules operating on the neurons' constituent phenotypes. 
Neuron types created using neurondm can be exported to 
Python or to any serialization supported by rdib, however 
deterministic turtle2 (ttl) is preferred. When neurondm gen-
erates an OWL ontology it tracks provenance by inserting 
the exact path and git commit hash for the source python le 
in the owl:Ontology section via the prov:wasGeneratedBy 
predicate.

Modeling Decisions

Neuron Class Names

Each neuron in the NPO is identied by a full uniform 
resource identifier (URI) and a compact identifier for 
ease of reference. The compact identifier has the pre-
fix npokb and the ontology is registered in BioPortal3 
(RRID:SCR_002713) using the NPOKB prex as NPO 
prex was taken. Each class has multiple human readable 
labels assigned as annotation properties. Neurons are named 
according to the phenotypic properties they display. These 
labels are generated automatically based on the collection 
of phenotypic properties reported for each cell type using 
the neurondm Python library. Phenotypes are expressed as 
OWL2.0 restrictions, and neuron types as equivalent to the 
intersection of those restrictions (Fig. 4). NPO provides two 
versions of these names. Local label records molecular prop-
erties in the native form in which they were measured, e.g., 
genes, proteins, transgenes, while the rdfs:label contains a 
normalized view where molecules are assigned a common 

Fig. 3  The set of predicates employed to dene molecular phenotypes. Relationships that have not been used in the current version of the NPO 
or are planned for the future are grayed out

2 https:// github. com/ tgbugs/ pyont utils/ blob/ cc538 d9c79 0d607 cbc8c 
2af8a 3c25f 1bfa3 bfc0b/ ttlser/ docs/ ttlser. md 3 https:// biopo rtal. bioon tology. org/
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molecular abbreviation regardless of the form in which it 
was measured (see below). For ease of reference we also 
preserve the common name for the CUT and the original 
name assigned by the investigator for EBTs if it was pro-
vided. These can be found under origLabel, and they also 
appear as skos:prefLabel when they are present, otherwise 
skos:prefLabel is populated from rdfs:label so there are no 
neurons missing a preferred label.

For the NPOKB, we generally follow the ordering recom-
mended by Hamilton et al. (2012) and Ecker et al. (2017). In 
both papers, the recommendation was to create an ordered 
taxonomy based on key phenotypic features, arranged 
roughly hierarchically, starting from the highest level, spe-
cies, followed by anatomical regions, then a set of stand-
ardized names for morphological, physiological, molecular 
or connectional phenotypes (Fig. 4, lower panel). In this 
way, as proposed originally by Hamilton et al., (2012), it 
is easy to generate a human readable list of neurons from a 
given species or brain region and to compare across complex 
phenotypes. In addition, while we are still sorting out what 
constitutes a cell type, we dene the local environment in 
which the neuron resides.

Molecular Indicators

For EBTs, NPO preserves the means by which molecular 
phenotypes are determined. If gene expression is measured, 
we use the identier for the gene; if the expression of a 
transgene is measured, we include the transgene; if the pro-
tein is measured, we include the protein. For CUTs, we only 
use the protein, peptide or small molecules that are thought 
to dene the class. In order to tie together these dierent 
measurements, we created a class called phenotype indica-
tor (PhenotypeIndicator) that groups together the dierent 
forms of molecular entities, e.g., a somatostatin indicator 
is equivalent to Sst, SST, SOM, Sst-IRES-Cre, Sst-IRES-
FLpO. A somatostatin neuron is then dened as equivalent 
to any neuron that has some somatostatin indicator as a 
molecular phenotype. In this way, we simplify the reason-
ing required to retrieve all somatostatin neurons, but we also 
clearly preserve the statements made by investigators in their 
instances or model assertions as preserved in the localLabel. 
In addition, to translate all of the dierent representations 
of a particular molecular entity into a consistent human 
readable label, we have assembled a set of short names that 

Fig. 4  Process used to translate local terminology into ontology-based 
representations and machine-generated names. Using neurondm, phe-
notypes are rst mapped by a user into ontology identiers (top panel).
Neuron types are constructed and neurondm automatically translates 

these mappings into OWL equivalence statements (middle panel). 
From the same internal representation of these restrictions neurondm 
generates a set of human readable labels (bottom panel)
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represent each class based largely on common conventions 
or the names used in NCBI for mouse genes. These short 
names are used in the skos:hiddenLabel for each class and 
are suxed with " (indicator)" to create the rdfs:label. For 
example, when generating a label, phenotype indicators for 
parvalbumin are shown as PV. These labels are available 
through the “hidden label” annotation property under the 
ilxtr:PhenotypeIndicator class.

Knowledge Base Construction

The basic process for constructing CUTs and EBTs from 
external sources has four steps where the rst three can be 
done in any order. First we identify the names for the cell 
types in the source material. For example, in the Paul et al. 
(2017) paper the header of Table S7 contains the names of 
6 neuron types PVBC, CHC, CCK, MNC, ISC, and LPC. 
Second we identify the phenotype values that are associ-
ated with those cell types. For example, in the Markram 
et al. (2015) paper these include values such as CB, PV, 
CR, NPY, VIP, SOM, bNAC, cAC, dNAC, bAC, cIR, fast 
spiking, non-accommodating, non-adapting, late spiking, 
etc. Third we identify the local names for the phenotypic 
dimensions that are being used and map those dimensions 
to and existing object property or create a new one if we 
determine that the dimensions is determined to be new and 
not captured by an existing object property, or is a speciali-
zation of some more general dimension. For example, for 
the Allen cell types these are sex_full_name, transgenic_
line type,structure, hemisphere, cell_soma_location, and 
dendrite type. Finally we convert all phenotype values to 
ontology identiers, match the values to the dimensions, 
construct the owl restrictions, and bag them into neuron 
types with a local name that matches the one provided in 
the original source.

For EBTs terms are selected for use as a phenotype 
value as follows. If a term exists and in one of the com-
munity ontologies listed in Table 1 we use it, but in some 
cases (e.g. during development) it is easier to create "new" 
terms (mint new identiers) that match the local nomen-
clature used in the paper to simplify matching the EBTs to 
the original source. Those "new" terms are then replaced 
or mapped e.g. with NCBIGene identiers. For anatomical 
phenotypes we use terms from species specic anatomi-
cal atlases (e.g. the Allen Mouse Reference Atlas Ontol-
ogy (RRID:SCR_021000)) whenever the original source 
data mentions them as a reference. Sometimes papers use 
specic terminology that is not contained in a community 
ontology in which case we created a new term. There are 
three areas where new terms were created specically for 

the NPO: phenotype indicators which are used to subsume 
multiple dierent types of evidence for a phenotype, neu-
ron morphology (which has been upstreamed to PATO), 
and Petilla electrophysiological classication terms.

For CUTs phenotype indicators are used for molecular 
phenotypes and Uberon identiers are used for anatomical 
phenotypes. Other phenotypic dimensions such as mor-
phology do not have values with the same diversity of 
indicators and techniques, and thus phenotype classes are 
chosen in the same way as described for EBTs.

Each set of EBTs was constructed from the original 
source using a dierent approach. For the Allen cell types 
we retrieve the input data in a computationally accessi-
ble form from the Allen REST API. Since the original 
source is computationally accessible there is no issue val-
idating reproducibility of an individual conversion. For 
the Markram and Huang models the original sources are 
opaque and computationally inaccessible. As a result we 
created computationally accessible representations of the 
original gures and tables. For Markram we converted a 
gure into a text representation that could be parsed and 
then manually checked that the accessible version was 
consistent with the opaque version. For Huang we did 
not attempt to convert the original source into a visually 
similar representation and instead encoded the information 
direction in the Python source le because the underlying 
sources were rasterized images and a table in a pdf. The 
eort needed to write custom code for parsing and con-
verting directly from the underlying source could not be 
justied. See the supplemental methods for details.

When modeling CUTs curators try to the best of their 
ability to follow the consensus in the literature if there is one. 
Validation that a CUT is correct is derived from whether the 
neuron types that are inferred to be subclasses of the CUT 
include EBTs that should classify under the CUT, and simi-
larly EBTs that should not classify as a CUT are excluded.

While developing the NPO we routinely checked for 
unexpected classications, and the competency queries have 
been developed in part to detect such cases. In principle 
careful construction of disjointness axioms could be used 
to cause reasoning errors if an EBT does not classify under 
the expected CUT, however this has not been implemented.

It is not currently possible to run the code to regenerate 
the common usage types from the archive reference in this 
paper because neurondm is congured to pull data from the 
google sheets API v4. Even if we were to make a copy of 
the sheet available publicly users would need to congure 
API access to google sheets which is a signicant stumbling 
block. The neurondm code could be updated to transparently 
switch between google sheets and an archival source, how-
ever this has not been done at this time.
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Data and Code Availability

A docker image that captures the environment and code 
for this paper is available at https:// hub. docker. com/ layers/ 
15684 4166/ tgbugs/ musl/ npo-1. 0- neuro ndm- build/ images/ 
sha256- c64fe f99a0 31518 4b604 d20a5 71e68 81de1 7c4da 
201ed d7483 0b616 9ee0d 276a and an archive of that image 
has been archived on Zenodo at https:// doi. org/ 10. 5281/ 
zenodo. 50334 93. The docker les specifying the image  
are part of https:// github. com/ tgbugs/ docke rfiles/ blob/  
d9423 71dc3 99510 914d0 39022 d2b4f 92303 bc120/ source. 
org# npo- 10- neuro ndm- build and the archive is on Zenodo 
at http:// doi. org/ 10. 5281/ zenodo. 50684 91. See supplemental 
methods for how to use the image.

The NPO can be viewed by loading the.ttl le avail-
able at https:// raw. githu buser conte nt. com/ SciCr unch/ NIF- 
Ontol ogy/ npo-1. 0/ ttl/ npo. ttl into the Protégé Ontology Tool 
(RRID:SCR_003299) v5.5.0 or higher. Note that WebPro-
tégé is not capable of running the reasoners required by 
the NPO. As described in the supplemental methods, npo. 
ttl is the “light” version of the full ontology that makes it 
less reliant on the full import chain. Additional informa-
tion about the structure of the NPO and working with the 
NPO can be found in the supplemental methods. The NPO 
is distributed under a CC-BY 4.0 Attribution license, but it 
imports community ontologies that may be covered under 
dierent licenses.

The work here describes v1.0 of the NPO which can be 
accessed at https:// raw. githu buser conte nt. com/ SciCr unch/ 
NIF- Ontol ogy/ npo-1. 0/ ttl/ npo. ttl. In the import closure of 
npo.ttl there are no external imports except for http:// purl. 
oboli brary. org/ obo/ bfo. owl which had versionIri http:// purl.  
oboli brary. org/ obo/ bfo/ 2019- 08- 26/ bfo. owl at the time npo 
1.0 was released. All other ontology iris resolve to the neu-
rons branch of the NIF-Ontology except for http:// ontol ogy. 
 neuin fo. org/ NIF/ ttl/ gener ated/ parce llati on- artif acts. 
ttl. As a result, importing npo.ttl directly in Protégé will 
result in the newest version of the imports on the neurons 
branch being used, which may lead to some small dier-
ences in the results compared to what are presented here. 
However, it is possible to use the NIF-Ontology cata-
log le to load an exact view of version 1.0 of npo.ttl by 
cloning the git repository and checking out the npo-1.0 
tag. In the event that the npo-1.0 tag is somehow lost at 
some point in the future, it names the sha1 commit hash 
7bb15aa5fda9391809032a6765419dfb2486b2fa which is a 
merge commit with parents d6615f8 and cda6e. The NIF-
Ontology repository can identied by root commit hash 
sha1 ba8482cfccd934b45591e6bbfd6378ef165d0e31 and/
or 4f3e0493d926a2c42459b8622dda4de148cf2c5d.

The NPOKB is available on BioPortal at https:// biopo rtal. 
bioon tology. org/ ontol ogies/ NPOKB. A loaded graph that can 

be used with SciGraph, a neo4J-based database for serving 
ontologies, is available at https:// github. com/ SciCr unch/ NIF- 
Ontol ogy/ relea ses/ tag/ npo-1.0.

The content of the NPO is also accessible via the UCSD 
SciCrunch SciGraph API at https:// scicr unch. org/ api/1/ 
sparc- scigr aph/. Documentation for access can be found at 
http:// ontol ogy. neuin fo. org/ docs/ NIF- Ontol ogy/ README. 
html# using- nifstd.

The neurondm git repo is https:// github. com/ tgbugs/ 
pyont utils/ tree/ master/ neuro ndm. The pyontutils reposi-
tory can be identified by the root commit hash sha1 
6d96945e85d4e949215910f13f3e620495b5e165.

All python code bears an MIT license and is available on 
the Python Package Index (PyPI) https:// pypi. org/ proje ct/ 
neuro ndm/. It can be installed via `pip install neurondm`. 
Additional instructions are available in the README.4

An archive of the code corresponding to this publica-
tion is also available on Zenodo at https:// doi. org/ 10. 5281/ 
zenodo. 40057 27. Additional release artifacts are also avail-
able on the GitHub release page https:// github. com/ tgbugs/ 
pyont utils/ relea ses/ tag/ neuro ndm-0. 1.3.

The full list of CUTs is available at: https:// github. com/ 
tgbugs/ pyont utils/ relea ses/ downl oad/ neuro ndm-0. 1.3/ data- 
bundle- 2020- 08- 28. zip.

The full datasets produced for the competency queries
(see Results) are available at: Gillespie et al. (2020) https:// 
zenodo. org/ record/ 40070 65#. X03TD 2dKiAZ.

Results

Common Usage Types

Common usage types represent neuron types that have 
been reliably identified over many years by multiple 
groups using multiple techniques. The criteria we used 
to identify CUTs is provided in Supplementary Table S1. 
Any type that meets these criteria can and (given suf-
ficient resources) will ultimately be included as a CUT. 
A master spreadsheet was created in Google Spread-
sheets and populated with a list of neuron “stubs” that 
were created automatically by taking the list of major 
brain regions in the UBERON ontology and creating 
two classes per region: Region X projection neuron and 
Region X intrinsic neuron. These anatomical regions 
were at a fairly coarse level and comprised the major 
brain and spinal cord regions, but generally not sub-
regions, for example, cerebral cortex and not motor 

4 https:// github. com/ tgbugs/ pyont utils/ blob/ master/ neuro ndm/ 
README. md
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cortex. Individual brain regions were then augmented 
with the list of neuron types extracted from online 
knowledge bases. We started with the list of approxi-
mately 300 mammalian neurons from Neurolex Wiki 
(RRID:SCR_005402) (Larson & Martone, 2013) that 
had been compiled through expert input via the Neuron 
Registry Task Force of the INCF (Hamilton et al., 2012), 
as well as by community contributions. This list was then 
cross referenced to NeuroElectro (RRID:SCR_006274), 
BAMS Cells  (RRID:SCR_003531),  Hippocam-
pome.org (RRID:SCR_009023) ,  NeuroMor pho.
org (RRID:SCR_002145) and Blue Brain Project 
(RRID:SCR_002994). All of these sources were 
accessed via the Neuroscience Information Framework 
(RRID:SCR_002894) project to find a set of cells that 
were referenced in multiple databases. As NeuroElec-
tro maps their nomenclature to the Neurolex names, we 
used this database to examine representation of these cell 
types in the neurophysiology literature. We selected all 
neurons that were referenced in more than one paper.

This procedure resulted in a working list of ~ 350 neu-
rons (for full list see Data Availability Statement). From 
this list, we then selected ~ 100 neurons for which we had 
basic morphological and molecular properties available. 
We also included the neurotransmitter for the majority. 
We elected to focus in v1.0 primarily on molecular and 
morphological phenotypes, rather than the full complexity 
available in the NPO (Fig. 2), as these are the most well 
known for CUTs and are the most frequent types encoun-
tered in the EBTs (Zeng & Sanes, 2017). We also elected 
in the modeling to take a minimalist approach, that is, 
our representation is meant not to represent an exhaustive 
list of every molecule that has been identied within a 
neuron, but the minimum set of molecules and morpho-
logical features that are characteristic for that type. This 
decision allowed us to construct OWL equivalence state-
ments for each CUT that dened the necessary and suf-
cient conditions that would allow EBTs to classify under 
these CUTs. Additional phenotypes were still recorded but 
added through the Subclassof axiom. Subclassof represents 
a weaker form of restriction, representing a necessary but 
not sucient condition for membership in a class. In order 
to avoid logical inconsistencies that would interfere with 
classication, we only included positive phenotypes in nec-
essary and sucient conditions for CUTs. If distinguishing 
negative phenotypes were present, they were modeled as 
entailments rather than OWL restrictions.

Following (Larson et al., 2007), the primary anatomical 
location of a neuron is assigned based on the brain region 
in which the soma is located, e.g., cerebellar neuron is 
equivalent to a neuron with a cell soma in any part of the 
cerebellum.

Neuroinformatics (2022) 20:793–809

Evidence‑based Types

EBTs represent cell types and taxonomies proposed by a 
single group based on an analysis of experimental evidence. 
In an ideal world the experimental types for every paper 
ever published and every database involving neurons would 
be part of the NPO. For this version of the NPO and for the 
purposes of evaluating our phenotype model, we focused on 
3 projects that have generated cortical classications based 
on large amounts of experimental data:

A. Cortical cell types proposed by the Blue Brain Project
(Markram et al., 2015), as elaborated in the text and
Table 1. In this study, 56 total types across 9 morpho-
logical types are identied and physiologically charac-
terized from cells in cortical area S1 of rats ranging from
P11-P15 from which they recorded physiological prop-
erties. Cell-specic molecular markers were conrmed
by immunohistochemistry and RT-PCR. (Markram
et al., 2015) utilize a nomenclature aligned to the Petilla
conventions (Petilla Interneuron Nomenclature Group
et al., 2008) to annotate their physiological properties.
For NPO V1.0, we included the molecular, morphologi-
cal and electrophysiological phenotypic dimensions.

B. The classication of proposed cortical GABAergic cell
types from Josh Huang and colleagues as summarized in
Table S7 of Paul et al. (2017) supplemented with addi-
tional information from Fig. 1. The latter was used pri-
marily to create disjointness axioms (see Fig. 1b). For
NPO v1.0, we concentrated primarily on the gene expres-
sion phenotypes presented in this table, supplemented
with information from the rest of the paper, e.g., disjoint-
ness axioms based on Fig. 1b. Synaptic and physiological
phenotypes will be included in a later version.

C. The ~ 800 cell classes contained in the Allen Cell Types
database (RRID:SCR_014806), a database of experi-
mental electrophysiological, morphological and tran-
scriptomic data derived from single cell data. In the
Cell Types database, no classication scheme was pro-
posed; rather the records represent statistical summa-
ries of properties measured from these classes of cells
identied in transgenic lines. We therefore include this
as an EBT. For this version, we focused on molecular
measurements from mouse cortex.

Competency Queries

The NPO was designed to classify neurons according to 
phenotype dimensions, regardless of whether they repre-
sent EBTs or CUTs. To test the integrity of the knowledge 
base and the structure of the ontology, we developed a set 
of competency queries (CQ):
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1. Find all parvalbumin + neurons
Description Logic (DL) Query: hasPhenotype some 

'parvalbumin (indicator)'.
2. Find all cortical neurons that contain somatostatin

DL Query: hasPhenotype some 'somatostatin (indica-
tor)' and hasSomaLocatedIn some (neocortex or 'part of'
some neocortex).

3. How do basket cells described in Paul et al. (2017) and
Markram et al. (2015) compare on key dimensions?

DL Query: (NeuronHuang2017 or Neuron-
Markram2015) and hasPhenotype some 'Basket pheno-
type'.

4. What EBTs are related to the Martinotti cell?
Determine which neurons classify under the CUT

Neocortex Martinotti cell
DL Query: NeuronEBM and hasPhenotype some

'Martinotti phenotype'

All of the results presented below were produced by issu-
ing OWL DL queries as specied above in Protégé v5.5.0 on 
a MacBook Pro using the ELK 0.4.3 reasoner unless other-
wise noted. More information on loading the ontology into 
Protégé can be found in the Supplemental Methods.

CQ1: Find All Examples of Parvalbumin Neurons

This query should return all neurons that have a pheno-
type associated with parvalbumin, regardless of exactly 
what molecule was measured (DNA, RNA, protein) or how 
it was measured. In this version of the NPO, we achieve 
this by creating phenotype indicators without specify-
ing the relationships between these measures through the 
npokb:parvalbumin (indicator) class. The results of this 
query are summarized in Table 2. A total of 86 neurons are 
returned, including EBTs (Huang, N = 2, Markram, N = 16 
and Allen; N = 59) and CUTs (N = 9). To aid in comparison 
across these classes, we illustrate with one example each 

from the Markram EBTs and Allen data. The complete list of 
neurons is provided in Gillespie et al., (2020). The original 
label is provided for each EBT and the common name for 
the CUT. These are followed by the localLabel names that 
preserve the form of molecule upon which the classica-
tions were based to illustrate how the NPO can be used to 
compare across dierent assertions about molecular identity 
(Markram2015, Huang2017, AllenCT). Related phenotypic 
values are color coded to aid in comparison. In this case, 
we use the localLabel that preserves the original type of 
molecule upon which the classications were based. For a 
complete list of abbreviations, see Table S2.

Three of the neuron classes indicate that the parvalbumin 
cells are basket cells, while the Allen data does not specify 
morphology beyond noting that these cells lack an apical 
dendrite and dendritic spines.

CQ2: Find All Cortical Neurons That Contain Somatostatin

This query should return all cortical neurons that con-
tain somatostatin regardless of cortical subregion or atlas 
brain region. Details about how atlas brain regions are 
handled are provided in the supplemental methods. This 
query returns a total of 100 neurons, including the neo-
cortex Martinotti cell from the CUT and EBTs from the 
three classification schemes (Table 3). For Markram, we 
show only one subtype from each of the 3 main types. 
For Allen, we selected a few representative examples. 
Note that Allen neurons are returned from retrosplenial 
cortex (RSPd2/3) and two areas of primary visual cortex 
(VISal6a, VISl5) while Markram is returned for primary 
somatosensory cortex (S1). Both Huang and Allen cells 
use the same transgenic line for Sst expression, however 
it is extremely difficult to tell by looking at the laboratory 
nomenclatures (as demonstrated by Table 3) because they 
are called SST by Huang and Sst-IRES-FlpO by Allen. 
Thus, while the local labels preserve the nomenclature 

Neuroinformatics (2022) 20:793–809

Table 2  Examples of EBT and CUT neurons returned from Compe-
tency query CQ1: Find all examples of parvalbumin containing neu-
rons. The form of the parvalbumin indicator is highlighted in red. 
Only one example is provided from the Allen EBT (total 59). Full
results are available in Gillespie et  al. (2020). The compact identi-
er for each class is prexed (in bold) to  the localLabel fo r ease of 

Type # Common/original name NPO localLabel

CUT 6 nifext:56: Neocortex basket cell nifext:56: Mammalia neocortex L2/3 Basket + PV + GABA intrinsic neuron

EBT 

Markram

16 npokb:112: Nest basket cell npokb:112: Rattus norvegicus S1 Nest basket (intersectionOf AC b) Fast spiking  
+ GABA + calbindin + CR + NPY + PV + VIP -SST intrinsic neuron (Markram2015)

EBT Huang 2 npokb:43: PVBC cortical neuron npokb:43: Mus musculus neocortex Basket + GABA + PV-cre intrinsic neuron 
(Huang2017)

EBT Allen 59 none npokb:434: Mus musculus female left cerebral hemisphere VISrl2_3 -Apical Dendrite 
-Spiny + Pvalb-T2A-FlpO + Vipr2-IRES2-Cre + Ai65(RCFL-tdT) neuron (AllenCT)

803

reference. The local label preserves the form in which the molecule 
was measured. The Common/original name represents the common 
name from the superclass for all of the physiological subtypes for the 
Markram cells. However, for the local label we provide a subtype as 
the superclass does not include the full molecular prole in the name
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used in the source (Paul et al., 2017 and Allen Cell Types 
Database respectively), they are difficult or impossible to 
use for alignment. The NPO resolves this issue by map-
ping to identifier systems wherever possible by review-
ing the source to see what the local nomenclature actu-
ally means. The default labels for neurons (not shown 
in Table 3) are generated from the underlying identifier 
which makes it possible to see that Huang and Allen use 
the same transgenic line (JAX:028579) developed by the 
Huang lab, regardless of the different local nomencla-
ture. In the NPO, if a transgene is involved, and it was 
derived from a transgenic mouse line, we use the Jackson 
lab stock number to represent transgenic phenotype when 
it is available.

CQ3:How do Basket Cells Described in Paul et al. (2017) 

and Markram et al. (2015) Compare on Key Dimensions?

This query returned EBT cells from the two groups that were 
assigned the morphological phenotype “basket”. A total of 
22 neurons were returned, 20 from Markram and two from 
Huang. A subset are illustrated in Table 4 and related phe-
notypes are color coded across the dierent types for ease 
of comparison. For the Markram cells, we only show one 
subtype for each main class.

Two classes of basket neurons are returned for Huang, 
while three are returned for Markram. Each of the three 
Markram classes are distinguished by distinct basket mor-
phologies: small basket phenotype, large basket phenotype, 

Table 3  Results for CQ2: Find all cortical neurons containing soma-
tostatin. Full results are available in Gillespie et al. (2020). The com-
pact identier for each class is prexed (in bold) to the local label 
for ease of reference. The local label preserves the form in which the 
molecule was measured. The Common/original name represents the 

Neuroinformatics (2022) 20:793–809

common name from the superclass for all of the physiological sub-
types for the Markram cells. However, for the local label we provide 
a subtype as the superclass does not include the full molecular prole 
in the name. Similar entities across cell types are color coded. Brain 
region = blue; somatostatin indicator = red

Type # Common/original 

name

NPO localLabel

CUT 1 nifext:55: Neocortex 
Martinotti cell

nifext:55: Mammalia neocortex (unionOf EGL L3 L5) (with-axon-in cortical layer I) 
Martinotti + Sst + GABAR + GluR + GABA intrinsic neuron'

EBT 
Markram

31 • npokb:114: Small 
basket neuron

• npokb:111: Marti-
notti neuron

• npokb:109: Double 
bouquet neuron

• npokb:75: Rattus norvegicus S1 Small basket (intersectionOf NAC d) Fast spiking + GABA + calbindin + NPY + SST + VIP 
-CR -PV intrinsic neuron (Markram2015)

• npokb:89: Rattus norvegicus S1 Martinotti (intersectionOf AC b) Regular spiking non 
pyramidal + GABA + calbindin + NPY + SST -CR -PV -VIP intrinsic neuron (Markram2015)

• npokb:87: Rattus norvegicus S1 Double bouquet (intersectionOf IR c) Regular spiking non 
pyramidal + GABA + calbindin + CR + SST + VIP -NPY -PV intrinsic neuron (Markram2015)

EBT Huang 4 • npokb:42: MNC 
neuron

• npokb:45: LPC 
neuron

• npokb:42: Mouse Neocortex Martinotti + GABA 
(intersectionOf + Adcy2 + Calb2 + Grin3a + Inhbb + Nppc + Pde2a + Rgs6 + Rgs7 + Sst + Zip1 + Znt3) + CR + SST

interneuron (Huang2017)
• npokb:45: Mouse Neocortex + GABA (intersectionOf + Calca + Chrm2 + Cort + Gpr88 + Gucy1a3 + Gucy1b3 + Hcrtr1 +

Kcnmb4 + Nos1 + Opn3 + Oxtr + Pde1a + Penk + Prkg2 + Ptn + Rln1 + Slc7a3 + Sst + Syt4 + Syt5 + Syt6 + Tacr1 + Trpc6 +
Unc5d + Wnt2) + SST + NOS1 projection (Huang, 2017)

EBT Allen 64 none • npokb:296: Mus musculus female right cerebral hemisphere RSPd2_3 -Apical Dendrite (intersectionOf Spiny sparse) + Sst- 

IRES-FlpO + Nos1-CreERT2 + Ai65(RCFL-tdT) neuron (AllenCT)
• npokb:415: Mus musculus female left cerebral hemisphere VISl5 -Apical Dendrite -Spiny + Sst-IRES-Cre + Ai14(RCL-tdT) 

neuron (AllenCT)
• npokb:412: Mus musculus female right cerebral hemisphere VISp6a -Apical Dendrite (intersectionOf Spiny sparse) + Sst- 

IRES-Cre + Ai14(RCL-tdT) neuron (AllenCT)

Table 4  Neurons that have a basket phenotype. Similar entities across 
the cell are color coded to aid in comparison. The full results list is 
available in Gillespie et  al (2020). Similar entities are color coded 

across cell types: blue = brain region; green = morphology; pur-
ple = neurotransmitter; dark red = parvalbumin indicator; red = soma-
tostatin indicator

Original name NPO ID NPO Label

PVBC Neuron (Huang2017) npokb:43 Mus musculus neocortex Basket + GABA (intersectionOf + Adm + Cckbr + PV + ilxtr:Kv3 + Rspo2 + Adcy8 +  
Cox6c + Gabra1 + Gabra4 + Gabrd + Gria1 + Gria4 + Mef2c + Pparg + Ppargc1a + Rgs4 + Slit2 + Slit3 + Tac1 + Arh-
gef10 + Esrrg + Nefh + Adcy1 + Rasl11b) + PV intrinsic neuron (Huang2017)

CCKC Neuron (Huang2017) npokb:40 Mus musculus neocortex Basket + GABA (intersectionOf + Crh + Cck + Cck + Cnr1 + Edn3 + Htr3a + Igf1 + VIP +  
VIP + Vipr1 + Adcy9 + Chrm3 + Cplx2 + Htr2c + Pnoc + Npy1r + Tac2 + Cplx3 + Pde7b + Prok2 + Hs6st3 + Syt10 + Rgs12)  
+ Cck + VIP intrinsic neuron (Huang2017)

Large basket cell (Markram2015): 
subtype

npokb:59 'Rattus norvegicus S1 Large Basket (intersectionOf AC b) Fast Spiking + GABA + Calb + Calb2 + Npy + PV + VIP -Sst 
interneuron (Markram2015)'

Nest basket cell (Markram2015): 
subtype

npokb:65 ‘Rattus norvegicus S1 Nest Basket (intersectionOf AC b) Fast Spiking + GABA + Calb + Calb2 + Npy + PV + VIP -Sst 
interneuron (Markram2015)'

Small basket cell (Markram2015): 
subtype

npokb:73 ‘Rattus norvegicus S1 Small Basket (intersectionOf AC c) Fast Spiking + GABA + Calb + Npy + Sst + VIP -Calb2 -PV 
interneuron (Markram2015)'
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and nest basket phenotype. These morphologies are modeled 
as subtypes of BasketPhenotype.

For these types of comparisons, the NPO facilitates com-
parison across diverse experimental techniques and anatomi-
cal nomenclatures and can help to generate testable hypoth-
eses regarding phenotypes. In this example, it is dicult to 
tell from the information provided whether there is a 1:1 cor-
respondence between any of the Huang and Markram cells. 
The only molecules mentioned by all 5 cells are GABA, PV 
and VIP. The Huang PVBC neuron is PV+ while the CCKC 
neuron is VIP + . Two Markram neurons are positive for both 
PV and VIP, while the small basket cell is asserted to be 
PV + and VIP-. No negative phenotypes were recorded for 
the Huang neurons, as we based the equivalence classes on 
the information available in Table S7 which only included 
positive phenotypes. In the NPO, we operate under an open 
world assumption, that is, unless there is an explicit state-
ment that a molecule is lacking, we do not assume that it is 
absent. We do provide additional information in the form of 
disjointness axioms based on Fig. 1b of Paul et al. (2017) 
that the PV-containing and the VIP-containing cells are 
non-overlapping. This approach dovetails with EBTs mak-
ing assertions about disjointness of cell types within a spe-
cies which can be true even if there is not a universal axiom 
about molecular constituents. Disjointness therefore doesn’t 
mean that there is no expression, but an inspection of the 

data provided in Fig. 1e indicates that expression of PV in 
the CCKC neuron is very low. Inspecting the data therefore 
suggests that the CCKC neuron is VIP + and PV-, consistent 
with the small basket cell of Markram.

This example illustrates some of the diculties involved 
in comparing across phenotypes, particularly when the dif-
ferent phenotypes are measured across experiments. It also 
illustrates the importance of tying EBTs to experimental 
data, so that predictions generated from these comparisons 
can be explored. In this case, Paul et al. (2017) provided 
expression data for several key molecules in Fig. 1e. This 
gure shows that while the CCKC neuron expresses lit-
tle to no PV, consistent with the small basket cell, it also 
expresses little to no Sst and detectable Calb2, in contrast to 
the small basket cell. However, as is easily seen in the labels, 
the Huang and Markram cells come from mouse and rat 
respectively and how complex molecular phenotypes com-
pare across species is unknown (Yuste et al., 2020).

CQ4: What EBTs are Related to the Martinotti Cell?

To address this competency query, we reasoned over the 
ontology to determine which neurons would classify under 
the Neocortex Martinotti neuron CUT. For a neuron to be 
classied as a type of Martinotti cell, it has to share nec-
essary and sucient conditions of that class as coded in 

A

B

C

Fig. 5  Inferred hierarchy after reasoning over the ontology for the 
Martinotti cell. Panel A shows the hierarchy generated under the 
NeuronCUT class. The position of the Marinotti CUT is indicated by 

the lower red arrow. An enlargement of the Martinotti classication 
is shown in panel B. Panel C shows the OWL representation of the 
Martinotti CUT 
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the equivalence statements. As discussed in the methods, 
we deliberately chose to model a minimum of properties as 
necessary and sucient due to the large variability in the 
number of phenotypes recorded for the EBTs. Additional 
properties are included (Fig. 5C) but not in the form of 
OWL restrictions, so they do not factor into the reasoning. 
We also only represent the major classes of CUTs and do 
not include subtypes, as these are less well agreed upon. In 
OWL, if we were to require that a Martinotti neuron must 
have calretinin,then if a given EBT did not state that cal-
retinin was a dening characteristic, the neurons would not 
classify. In fact, according to Rudy et al. (2011), Martinotti 
cells contain two subclasses, one that contains calretinin and 
one that does not. In the NPO, the NeuronHuang2017 EBT 
notes the presence of calretinin (+ Calb2), while the Neu-
ronMarkram2015 EBT says it is absent (-Calb2), perhaps 
representing these two subclasses.

As Fig. 5 shows, the Allen EBTs do not classify under 
the Martinotti CUT. In v1.0 of the NPO, we only model 
morphological phenotypes at a coarse level, e.g., Martinotti 
phenotype, which is assigned to the level of the entire cell. In 
contrast, NeuronACT provided morphological information 
only for the dendrites of each cell. For the cortical somato-
statin containing cells, it was noted that they lack an apical 
dendrite and dendritic spines, but no assertion was made 
about a Martinotti phenotype, unlike in the other two clas-
sications. In the future, the NPO will include additional 
dening features of a Martinotti phenotype.

FAIR Properties of the NPO

The NPO was designed to be consistent with the FAIR prin-
ciples. In Table 5, we show how the NPO achieves FAIR 
using the rubric in Hodson et al. (2018). The key features 
are machine readability, the use of identiers (FAIR vocabu-
laries), common knowledge representation languages and 
community standards. We provide a comparison with other 
cellular ontologies in Table S1.

Discussion and Conclusion

The NPO provides a semantically-enriched, FAIR data 
model for representing the complex cellular phenotypes 
being generated by neuroscientists involved in individual 
and large scale brain initiatives. It allows the creation of 
machine generated taxonomies, and provides a consistent 
naming convention that is machine congurable. Using the 
NPO, we showed that we could take cellular data arising 
from high throughput activities, e.g., the Allen Cell Atlas, 
large projects like the Blue Brain Project, and from indi-
vidual investigators to cross between dierent techniques to 
show areas of agreement and non-alignment. This exercise is 

not trivial, as the multiplicity of techniques, the incomplete 
sampling, and the complex nomenclature present challenges. 
However, the NPO helps to mitigate these by allowing trans-
lation of custom lab nomenclature and experimental results 
into a common, semantic, and computable representation 
using community ontologies. The names themselves can be 
customized to conform to any nomenclature standard that 
might emerge for human consumption (e.g., Shepherd et al., 
2019), but this process is managed as a formal specication 
rather than through agreed upon naming conventions.

We have focused our eorts on addressing the problem 
of cell classication vs the issue of determining neuronal 
types by providing a means to compare our current knowl-
edge about cell types (our common usage types) with the 
many dierent classications being generated by data driven 
methods and other experimental techniques. The distinction 
between a neuron type vs a neuron class is not entirely clear, 
and the terms are often used interchangeably. We use class 
here to refer to a set of neurons that satisfy a set of criteria, 
e.g., GABAergic neurons = all neurons that use GABA as
a neurotransmitter. The number of potential classes given
the number of phenotypic dimensions measured is therefore
very large. Types, however, refer to neurons that are suf-
ciently distinct that the presence of a given set of features
will reliably predict the presence of additional features that
have not been measured. For example, when a cerebellar
Purkinje cell is identied by a Nissl stain based on its size,
shape, and location, we can reliably infer that it contains
parvalbumin and calbindin, has dendrites densely covered
in dendritic spines, and uses GABA as a neurotransmitter
whether or not we explicitly measure them. This denition
is similar to that proposed by Zeng and Sanes (2017) who
propose that types represent discrete groups which notion-
ally serve a specic function while classes represent aggre-
gates of types that share common features. Types are also the
categories of cells that must be accounted for when building
circuit diagrams of the nervous system (Luo et al., 2008).

The NPO allows us to communicate about and com-
pare measured neuronal phenotypes in a way that reects 
human understanding but that can also be fully managed 
using modern computational methods. Genomics benetted 
enormously from a community ontology for annotation of 
experimental results that allowed them to be communicated 
in a consistent and machine-processable manner. The issue 
of neuron typology will also benet from a consistent anno-
tation framework. Although there are challenges, phenotypes 
lend themselves to a consistent annotation framework, e.g. 
genes and morphological features. However, the issue of 
cell type itself is more uid. Thus the NPO implements a 
model that distinguishes between observations in single 
cells (instances), proposals about cell types derived from 
computational analyses (EBTs), and cell types that have 
been recognized by one or more criteria across multiple 
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labs and techniques (CUTs). None of these categorizations 
represent ground truth. Nevertheless, transcriptomics com-
bined with data driven approaches have shown promise as a 
unifying technique that may allow stable cell populations to
be described within a probabilistic framework (Yuste et al., 
2020). Such abstractions will still likely reference entities 
such as brain regions, marker genes, morphology, and con-
nections. Likewise many of these abstractions will map onto 
well-known cell types (Yuste et al., 2020). Disagreements 
are still likely to arise about the nature of these populations, 
particularly at ner levels of granularity. The NPO and the 
associated knowledge environment provide a bridge between 
classications generated using high throughput and integra-
tive techniques and our accumulated knowledge over the past 
100 years on cell types in the nervous system.

Looking to the future, extension of the NPO beyond 
the contents described in this paper is already underway. 
We have started to create new evidence based types for 
the peripheral nervous system as part of the NIH SPARC 
consortium (Osanlouy et al., 2021). Application to the 
peripheral nervous system is an extension along the loca-
tion dimension. Extensions along other dimensions are also 
possible. The taxonomic dimension is an obvious candidate. 
The inclusion of invertebrate and avian neuron types would 
signicantly broaden the generality of the content of the 
NPO and further test the exibility of the approach. To truly 
understand the nervous system we will likely need to study it 
in all its variation across a menagerie of clades and dimen-
sions. We designed the NPO to have a exible data model so 
that it could not only accommodate such diversity, but also 
be enhanced by it. The ongoing initiatives to exhaustively 
catalog neuron types for Drosophila melanogaster seem like 
they could provide a tractable testing ground for applying the 
NPO at scale and for the infrastructure that will be needed 
to manage the ood of vertebrate data that will be collected 
over the coming years.

The work reported here should be considered a proof-
of-concept; in order for the NPO to be used at the scale we 
envision signicant additional tooling would be required. 
Currently, the Python code can be used by a researcher to 
translate their phenotypes into NPO and they can compare 
their neurons locally to the NPOKB using Protégé. To gain 
traction, increase ease of use, and populate the knowledge 
base, we envision a set of on-line tools that would assist 
researchers in translating their phenotypes into the NPO, 
along with a web-accessible growing knowledge base with 
visualization and analysis tools for researchers to com-
pare their neurons to what is known. Yuste and colleagues 
(2020) also envision an online community knowledge base 
where information on cell types is accumulated and linked. 
In addition, the NPO currently only provides the skeleton 

of discrete types on top of which the continuous nature of 
measurements needs to be integrated. Nonetheless, the goals 
of the BRAIN initiative and other large scale data projects 
are to transform our understanding of the brain using new 
technologies and data science and understanding the “parts 
list” of the nervous system is a key objective (Zeng & Sanes, 
2017). If we accept the premise that no single project or 
group can do it alone, then neuroscientists must produce data 
and knowledge artifacts like atlases and taxonomies in a way 
that is amenable to computation. The FAIR data principles 
outline some of the basic ways to do that (Table 5). Integral 
to FAIR is the use of community standards that make the 
process of searching, aggregating, and reusing data more 
tractable. The proposed methods do not require that we all 
think alike, rather, they ensure that we can employ compu-
tational methods to compare and contrast across dierent 
classication schemes. Although the proposed approaches 
would require a significant investment by funders and 
researchers alike to develop and adopt these methods, we 
have to measure this against the time we currently spend 
trying to reconcile computationally opaque and un-FAIR 
neuroscience data. In an ideal world, we would focus our 
resources on grappling with the innate complexity of the 
issue of cell types in the brain, rather than having to focus 
on reconciling the myriad number of ways we can refer to 
common entities in neuroscience.
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Brain atlases are important reference resources for accurate anatomical description of neuroscience 

data. Open access, three-dimensional atlases serve as spatial frameworks for integrating experimental 

data and dening regions-o-interest in analytic workfows. However, naming conventions, parcellation

criteria, area denitions, and underlyingmappingmethodologies dier considerably between atlases

and across atlas versions. his lack of standardized description impedes use of atlases in analytic tools 

and registration o data to dierent atlases.To establish amachine-readable standard or representing

brain atlases, we identied our undamental atlas elements, dened their relations, and created an

ontology model. Here we present our tlas Ontology Model (tOM) and exemplify its use by applying 

it to mouse, rat, and human brain atlases. We discuss how tOM can facilitate atlas interoperability 

and data integration, thereby increasing compliance with the FIR guiding principles. tOM provides 

a standardized framework for communication and use of brain atlases to create, use, and refer to 

specic atlas elements and versions.We argue thatAtOMwill accelerate analysis, sharing, and reuse o

neuroscience data.

Introduction
Brain atlases are essential anatomical reference resources that are widely used for planning experimental work, 
interpreting and analyzing neuroscience data1–12. ree-dimensional (3D) digital brain atlases3,13–17 are increas-
ingly employed as frameworks for integrating, comparing, and analyzing data based on atlas-dened anatom-
ical locations (e.g. Allen brain map (https://portal.brain-map.org); the BRAIN Initiative Cell Census Network 
(https://www.biccn.org); the EBRAINS research infrastructure (https://ebrains.eu)). ese resources provide 
anatomical context suitable for brain-wide or region specic analysis using automated tools and workows18–26 
and facilitate sharing and using data in accordance with the FAIR principles27, stating that data should be nd-
able, accessible, interoperable, and reusable. However, the use and incorporation of dierent atlas resources in 
such workows and infrastructures requires that atlases, tools, and data are interoperable, with relatively seam-
less exchange of standardized machine-readable information.

Most brain atlases share a set of common properties, but the specications and documentation of their parts 
dier considerably. Detailed versioning is not yet common practice for all atlases and lack of specic informa-
tion about changes in the terminology or anatomical parcellation make it dicult to compare atlas versions. 
While some gold standards have been established28, lack of consensus regarding the presentation, specica-
tion, and documentation of atlas contents hampers reproducible communication of locations11 and comparison 
of data that have been anatomically specied using dierent atlases10,24. Atlases and their versions need to be 
uniquely identiable and interoperable to enable researchers to communicate specic and reproducible location 
data and integrate data across specialized neuroscience elds and modalities.
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To address the lack of standardization of atlas metadata, we identied four common atlas elements, dened 
their relations, and created the Atlas Ontology Model (AtOM). By specifying the relations and hierarchies of 
objects and processes in an ontology model29, we created systematic and coherent links among data les, meta-
data, and process descriptions enabling automated retrieval of information in using computational tools30.

Here we characterize the properties and relations of the elements of brain atlases and explain their organiza-
tion in the model. Using the relations dened by AtOM we show that any specic set of atlas elements and their 
associated metadata makes up a unique version of an atlas. Furthermore, we suggest a set of minimum require-
ments for atlases inspired by the FAIR principles and discuss how atlases adhering to AtOM could accelerate 
neuroscience data integration.

Results
We investigated a broad selection of mammalian brain atlases3,13,14,17,31–39 and identied four common elements: 
(1) a set of reference data, (2) a coordinate system, (3) a set of annotations and (4) a terminology. Below, we
describe these atlas elements and their relations, and exemplify how they can be identied in dierent atlases.
We go on to show how the ontology model allows specication of unique atlas versions. Lastly, we employ AtOM
to suggest minimum requirements for FAIR brain atlases and briey describe how these requirements facilitate 
the incorporation of brain atlases into research workows and soware tools.

he atlas elements. e atlas elements in AtOM are the reference data, coordinate system, annotation set, 
and terminology (Figs. 1, 2). Each of the four elements have properties, such as identier, species, sex, and age, 
specied with detailed metadata (Fig. 2b,c).

e reference data of a brain atlas are graphical representations of one or several brains, or parts of brains, 
chosen as the biological reference for that atlas. e reference data typically consist of histological or tomo-
graphic images. ese images may be derived from a selected specimen, with the assumption that it represents 
generalizable biological features within its age category and biological sex. is is the case for the BigBrain 
human brain atlas (with reference data showing cytoarchitecture of one adult male16), and for many rodent 
atlases (which typically use reference data from a single adult male of a certain strain, e.g. Sprague Dawley14,35 
or Wistar34, Fig. 2b). Alternatively, some atlases use reference data compiled from several subjects represent-
ing dierent features or image orientations, e.g. several rat brains cut in one or all three standard orthogonal 
planes37,40. Reference data may also be acquired by averaging data across many subjects, i.e. by creating a popula-
tion average constructed from spatially co-registered images17. An example of this is the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas 
Common Coordinate Framework (AMBA CCF)3,13, generated by averaging 1675 mouse brains acquired by 
serial two-photon microscopy. e spatial resolution of the reference data determines the level of detail that can 
be identied. For example, the widely adopted human reference datasets of the Montreal Neurological Institute 
(MNI)41,42 are based on averaged magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scans and represent suitable reference data 
for macroscopic anatomy, while the single-subject BigBrain model33 provides a reference dataset for identica-
tion of cortical layers and more ne-grained cortical and subcortical structures16.

e coordinate system of an atlas provides a framework for specifying locations with origin, units and direc-
tion of the axes43 (Fig. 2c). In brain atlases, the coordinate system origin is oen dened using a characteristic 
feature of the skull, e.g. the bregma in a stereotaxic coordinate system34,35, or a specic anatomical landmark 
identied within the brain, e.g. the decussation of the anterior commissure in the Talaraich-Tournoux space44 
and Waxholm Space coordinate system14,45. e orientation is given by the direction of the axes. For example, 
the axes of AMBA CCF are directed towards posterior (P), inferior (I) and right (R), giving the orientation PIR 
(http://help.brain-map.org/display/mousebrain/API). e coordinate system is usually, but not always, a 3D 
Cartesian coordinate system. Examples of coordinate systems which go beyond a 3D Cartesian system include 
spatio-temporal systems, with additional time or surface dimensions46.

e annotation set of an atlas consist of graphical marks or labels referring to spatial locations determined 
by features observed in, inferred from, or mapped onto the reference data, specifying structures or boundaries. 

Fig. 1 Atlas Ontology Model elements. (a-b) e elements of a ctional two-dimensional brain atlas illustrated 
using a coronal Nissl-stained section and a drawing of the Platypus (ornithorhynchus anatinus) brain79. (c) e 
Atlas Ontology Model, formalizing the elements of a reference atlas.
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An annotation set may identify features-of-interest as points, for example by placing a name or abbreviation on 
the area of a brain region. Although such annotations can give the user an overview of prominent landmarks 
and regions in the brain, they are limited in that they do not dene the borders of the regions. us, most book 
atlases34,35 demarcate anatomical boundaries or regions with lines, while 3D brain atlases such as the AMBA 
CCF v33 or WHS rat brain atlas v414,47 fully delineate regions with closed curves. In the case of probabilis-
tic maps, coordinates are labeled with the probabilities of a certain region or feature being present at a given 
location17,48–50. Probabilistic maps are typically aggregated from annotations identied in dierent individuals, 
encoding variation across subjects17. To summarize, an annotation set can consist of points, lines or closed 
curves, or probabilistic representations of any of these (Fig. 2b).

e terminology of an atlas is a set of terms that identies the annotations, providing human readability and 
context, and allowing communication about brain locations and structural properties. In its simplest form, a 
terminology can be a list of unique identiers, but is typically a set of descriptive anatomical terms following 
specic conventions. Atlases employ dierent terms, conventions, and approaches to organize brain structures 
into systems based on the methodology used to create them as well as their intended use cases. For example, 
some use developmental organization51,52, while others use brain systems39, microstructural organization16, mul-
timodal features53, or are specialized for particular brain regions54,55. An atlas terminology may be a controlled 
vocabulary (at list, e.g. the label le of the Waxholm Space atlas of the Sprague Dawley rat brain), a taxonomy 
and partonomy (hierarchical list, e.g. the Allen Mouse Reference Atlas Ontology (RRID:SCR_021000)), or an 
ontology (hierarchy and additional axioms, e.g. that two structures are adjacent).

Relations among the elements. e four elements of AtOM have specic relations (specied in Fig. 2a), 
sorted into a spatial module, consisting of the reference data and the coordinate system (Fig. 2a, yellow), and a 
semantic module, consisting of the annotation set and the terminology (Fig. 2a, blue).

e elements of the spatial module provide the physical and measurable dimensions of the atlas. e bio-
logical dimensions of the reference data give the conditions of operation for (i.e., parameterize) the coordinate 
system. e coordinate system provides a metric for (i.e., measures) the reference data, specifying the origin, 

Fig. 2 e relations and metadata of the AtOM elements. (a) Diagram illustrating the relations between the 
AtOM elements: measures (to provide a metric to), parameterizes (to set the conditions of its operation) and 
identies (to recognize, establish or verify the identity of something). us, the coordinate system measures the 
reference data and annotation set with coordinates as units. e terminology identies the annotation set and 
coordinate system with terms as units. e reference data and the annotation set provide physical dimensions 
embodying the coordinate system and the terminology. e model consists of two reference modules: spatial 
(containing the coordinate system and reference data, yellow) and semantic (containing annotations and 
terminology, blue). Each element can be one of a set of alternatives (b), which have a set of metadata (c). (d) Key 
for reading the gure.
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orientation, and units (Fig. 2a). Coordinates are the means to derive measurements, indicate directions, and spa-
tially locate features in the reference data. e coordinate system also measures the annotation set, and thus con-
nects the annotations to the features of the reference data. e two spatial elements can be intricately linked, for 
example through the process of generating the reference data based on multiple subjects. Knowing the detailed 
information about these links or processing dependencies is not necessarily needed for using an atlas version. 
However, it is oen very useful to have as much metadata and documentation as possible to understand how 
the two elements are related to each other, especially if one of the elements is changed or when comparing two 
dierent atlases to translate information between them.

e elements of the semantic module provide semantic identities for the atlas. e annotation set parame-
terizes the terminology in the spatial domain according to or inspired by the reference data. e terminology 
provides terms to establish the identity of (i.e., identies) each annotation (Fig. 2a). While anatomical terms are 
not unique identiers (see Atlas versioning below), they provide a means to semantically address annotations, 
conveying neuroanatomical knowledge and context. In this way, the terms are semantic units suitable for navi-
gating the atlas annotations, while annotations capture the scholarly interpretations and knowledge underlying 
the experimental and anatomical criteria used to make them (parcellation criteria). Further, the annotation 
set propagates the semantic identities from the terminology, and thus semantically identies locations in the 
coordinate system. e semantic elements may also be linked through the criteria for dening the extent of an 
annotation, which is oen summarized in the name and thus in the terminology. Again, this information is not 
essential for using an atlas version, but critical for translating information across elements.

e relations of the atlas elements are pathways for translating information between the spatial and seman-
tic modules. A researcher may consult an atlas to observe the physical shape and location associated with a 
given anatomical term, or to identify the anatomical term assigned to specic coordinates, or biological features 
observed in the reference data. us, the model is a continuous, bidirectional loop providing several starting 
points for researchers to translate and compare information across atlas elements.

Using tOM to identify elements in brain atlases and communicate location. AtOM is also read-
ily applied to traditional stereotaxic book atlases34,35,56–58 as illustrated in the ctive brain atlas in Fig. 1. In princi-
ple, a brain atlas can be a set of images with names indicating areas, coordinates for each histological image, and 
orientation indicators. While the precision of such an atlas might be limited, it can still be versioned and used to 
communicate reproducible information about brain location.

Figure 3 illustrates how AtOM can be used to identify elements and modules in 3D brain atlases. e refer-
ence data for the AMBA CCF v3 20173 (Fig. 3a) consists of a population averaged serial two-photon tomography 

Fig. 3 AtOM elements illustrated for three brain atlas versions. (a–c) Tabular illustration of the most recent 
versions of (a) the Allen Mouse Brain Atlas Common Coordinate Framework3, (b) the Waxholm Space atlas 
of the Sprague Dawley rat brain14 and, (c) one alternative representation of the Julich-Brain cytoarchitectonic 
atlas17 organized in accordance with the AtOM diagram (top row). All atlases are accessible in the EBRAINS 
research infrastructure. Specication of the metadata, licenses and versions of these atlases are given in  
Tables 1, 2. CCF, Common Coordinate Framework; AMRA, Allen Mouse Reference Atlas; WHS, Waxholm 
Space; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; PM, probabilistic maps; MPM, maximum probability maps.
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(STPT) volume created from 1,675 mice. e coordinate system is the CCF v3, which was created specically for 
the Allen Institute mouse brain atlases. e annotation set is the whole-brain delineations from 2017, described 
in the accompanying white paper (http://help.brain-map.org/display/mouseconnectivity/Documentation), and 
the terminology is Allen Mouse Reference Atlas Ontology (RRID:SCR_021000). All the version specic meta-
data for the three atlas versions are listed in Table 1.

tlas versioning. With an overview of the elements and relations of AtOM at hand, we are now in position 
to examine how they facilitate clear versioning of an atlas. In AtOM, an atlas version is a concrete instance of 
an atlas, and consists of specic elements, relations, and metadata (Fig. 2). Figure 3 and Table 1 show the meta-
data available for the most recent versions of the EBRAINS research infrastructure supported mouse3, rat14, and
human17 brain atlases modeled using AtOM. An important consequence of AtOM is that the atlas version changes 
if there are alterations to any element. Examples of alterations include revising annotations or terms, modifying 
the reference data or coordinate system, or replacing an element. Such changes have consequences for the specic 
properties and use of an atlas and should be specied as a new atlas version. e changes made from one version 
to another can be described in atlas version documentation, and new versions of an atlas are usually distinguished 
by a new version name. e simplest way to do this is by iterative version numbering. Table 2 shows a complete 
overview of all versions of the AMBA CCF3,13, the Waxholm Space atlas of the Sprague Dawley rat brain (WHS 
rat brain atlas)14,38,39,47, and selected alternative versions of the Julich-Brain Cytoarchitectonic Atlas (Julich-Brain 
Atlas)17. In the last versions of the AMBA CCF (v3 2015–2017; http://help.brain-map.org/display/mousebrain/
Documentation)3,13,32 and the WHS rat brain atlas (v1.01-v4)14,31,38,39,47 the semantic elements (annotation set 
and terminology) have been changed across versions, while the spatial elements (reference data and coordinate 
system, Table 2) have been kept constant. is continuation across versions allows translation of information 
and experimental data registered to the reference data are compatible with all versions of the mouse and rat atlas 
versions.

To clearly reference a specic atlas version or AtOM element, it needs a unique identier (ID). is is par-
ticularly important when combining dierent versions of elements into alternative atlas versions. e major 
release v2.9 of the Julich-Brain Atlas (Table 2) has four alternative versions due to its use of four complementary 
spatial modules: the “MNI Colin 27” (individual specimen, 1 mm resolution), “MNI 152” (population average, 
1 mm resolution), “BigBrain” (individual specimen, 20 µm resolution) and “fsaverage” (cortical surface rep-
resentation)16,33,59–61. ese alternative versions are identied by combining the major release identier (v2.9) 
with the abbreviated name of the respective reference data and coordinate systems. Unique identiers are also 
important to dierentiate between identical terms, which are oen similar, but not identical, anatomical areas 
within and across species and atlases. Ambiguity can be avoided by indexing atlas version specic terms and 
providing unique ontology IDs dening their properties and relations. Following AtOM, an atlas version should 
have unique IDs for each element and their instances, which together with version documentation facilitate clear 
referencing of atlas versions and specic atlas elements.

Minimum requirements for FIR brain atlases. Atlases are a type of research data and thus can 
be evaluated using the foundational principles of the FAIR guidelines27. ese principles state that data 
should be ndable, accessible, interoperable, and reusable through both human and machine-driven activ-
ities. Like experimental data, atlases can support these principles through use of unique identiers, spe-
cic metadata, open protocols, and clear usage licenses. Furthermore, interoperability and reuse of data also 

Full name
Allen Mouse Brain Atlas Common 
Coordinate Framework v3 2017

Waxholm Space atlas of the 
Sprague Dawley rat brain v4

Julich-Brain Cytoarchitectonic Atlas 
v2.9, MNI Colin 27

Short name AMBA CCF v3 2017 WHS rat brain atlas v4; WHSSDv4 Julich-Brain v2.9, Colin 27

Version identier 3, 2017 4 2.9, Colin 27

Version innovation
Publication3; White paper AMBA CCF v3 2017  
(http://help.brain-map.org/display/
mouseconnectivity/Documentation)

Publication14,47; Webpage  
(https://www.nitrc.org/projects/
whs-sd-atlas)

Publication17; EBRAINS datasets59,60

Alternative version of NA NA
Julich-Brain v2.9, MNI 152; Julich-
Brain v2.9, BigBrain; Julich-Brain 
v2.9, fsaverage

New version of AMBA CCF v3 2016 WHS rat brain atlas v3.01 Julich-Brain v2.5, Colin 27

Release date NA 01.10.2021 31.07.2021

Reference data C57BL/6 J population average v1 Sprague Dawley rat v1.01 MNI Colin27 v1998 template

Coordinate system CCF v3 WHS v1.01 MNI Colin27 v1998 space

Annotation set Whole-brain parcellation, v3 2017 Whole-brain parcellation, v4
Whole-brain probabilistic maps and 
maximum probability maps

Terminology Allen Mouse Reference Atlas Ontology WHS SD terminology, v4 Julich-Brain terminology, v2.9

License
Not available, but see legal note  
(https://alleninstitute.org/legal/citation-policy)

Creative Commons Attribution 
(CC BY) 4.0

Creative Commons Attribution-
NonCommercial-ShareAlike (CC 
BY‐NC-SA) 4.0

Table 1. Overview of metadata and licenses provided with mouse, rat and human brain atlas versions used 
in the EBRAINS research infrastructure. AMBA, Allen Mouse Brain Atlas; CCF, Common Coordinate 
Framework; MNI, Montreal Neurological Institute; SD, Sprague Dawley; WHS, Waxholm Space.
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requires use of “formal, accessible, shared, and broadly applicable language for knowledge representation”, 
as well as metadata providing detailed descriptions. Based on our proposed ontology model, we suggest the 
following set of four minimum requirements for FAIR brain atlases: 1) machine readable digital components, 
2) dened spatial and semantic modules with element metadata, 3) specication of element versions with

Species
Version

number

Atlas version name
(semantic ID) Reference data Coordinate system Annotation set Terminology Reference(s)

Mouse

1

Allen Mouse Brain 
Common Coordinate 
Framework reference 
atlas v1

C57BL/6 J 
population average 
v1

CCF v1
Whole-brain 
delineations v1

OWL AMBA 
terminology v1

RRID:SCR_020999; 
http://help.brain-map.
org/display/mousebrain/
Documentation32;

2

Allen Mouse Brain 
Common Coordinate 
Framework reference 
atlas v2

CCF v2
Whole-brain 
delineations v2

Allen Mouse 
Reference Atlas 
Ontology

RRID:SCR_020999; 
RRID:SCR_021000; 
http://help.brain-map.
org/display/mousebrain/
Documentation13;

3

Allen Mouse Brain 
Common Coordinate 
Framework reference 
atlas v3 2015

CCF v3

Whole-brain 
delineations v3 2015

Allen Mouse 
Reference Atlas 
Ontology

RRID:SCR_020999; 
RRID:SCR_021000; 
http://help.brain-map.
org/display/mousebrain/
Documentation3;

Allen Mouse Brain 
Common Coordinate 
Framework reference 
atlas v3 2016

Whole-brain 
delineations v3 2016

Allen Mouse 
Reference Atlas 
Ontology

RRID:SCR_020999; 
RRID:SCR_0210003;

Allen Mouse Brain 
Common Coordinate 
Framework reference 
atlas v3 2017

Whole-brain 
delineations v3 2017

Allen Mouse 
Reference Atlas 
Ontology

RRID:SCR_020999; 
RRID:SCR_021000; 
http://help.brain-
map.org/display/
mouseconnectivity/
Documentation3;

Rat

1
Waxholm Space atlas of 
the Sprague Dawley rat 
brain v1

Single Sprague 
Dawley rat v1

WHS v1
Whole-brain 
delineations v1

WHS SD 
terminologyv1

RRID: SCR_017124; 
https://www.nitrc.org/
projects/whs-sd-atlas14;

1.01
Waxholm Space atlas of 
the Sprague Dawley rat 
brain v1.01

Single Sprague 
Dawley rat v1.01

WHS v1.01

Whole-brain 
delineations v1.01

WHS SD 
terminology v1.01

RRID: SCR_017124; 
https://www.nitrc.org/
projects/whs-sd-atlas31;

2
Waxholm Space atlas of 
the Sprague Dawley rat 
brain v2

Whole-brain 
delineations v2

WHS SD 
terminology v2

RRID: SCR_017124; 
https://www.nitrc.org/
projects/whs-sd-atlas38;

3
Waxholm Space atlas of 
the Sprague Dawley rat 
brain v3

Whole-brain 
delineations v3

WHS SD 
terminology v3

RRID: SCR_017124; 
https://www.nitrc.org/
projects/whs-sd-atlas39;

3.01
Waxholm Space atlas of 
the Sprague Dawley rat 
brain v3.01

Whole-brain 
delineations v3.01

WHS SD 
terminology v3.01

RRID: SCR_017124; 
https://www.nitrc.org/
projects/whs-sd-atlas

4
Waxholm Space atlas of 
the Sprague Dawley rat 
brain v4

Whole-brain 
delineations v4

WHS SD 
terminology v4

RRID: SCR_017124; 
https://www.nitrc.org/
projects/whs-sd-atlas14,47;

Human*

1.18

Julich-Brain 
Cytoarchitectonic Atlas 
v1.18, MNI Colin 27

MNI Colin 27 v1998 
template

MNI Colin 27 v1998 
space

Whole-brain PM
and MPM v1.18

Julich-Brain 
terminology v1.18

RRID:SCR_02327778;

Julich-Brain 
Cytoarchitectonic Atlas 
v1.18, MNI 152

MNI ICBM 152 
(2009c nonlin asym) 
template

MNI ICBM 152 
(2009c nonlin asym) 
space

RRID:SCR_02327778;

Julich-Brain 
Cytoarchitectonic Atlas 
v1.18, BigBrain

BigBrain (v2015) 
template

BigBrain (v2015) 
space

High-resolution 
maps v1.18

RRID:SCR_02327733;

2.9

Julich-Brain 
Cytoarchitectonic Atlas 
v2.9, MNI Colin 27

MNI Colin 27 v1998 
template

MNI Colin 27 v1998 
space

Whole-brain PM 
and MPM v2.9

Julich-Brain 
terminology v2.9

RRID:SCR_02327717,59,60;

Julich-Brain 
Cytoarchitectonic Atlas
v2.9, MNI 152

MNI ICBM 152 
(2009c nonlin asym) 
template

MNI ICBM 152 
(2009c nonlin asym) 
space

RRID:SCR_02327717,59,60;

Julich-Brain 
Cytoarchitectonic Atlas
v2.9, BigBrain

BigBrain (v2015) 
template

BigBrain (v2015) 
space

High-resolution 
maps v2.9

RRID:SCR_02327716,33;

Julich-Brain 
Cytoarchitectonic Atlas 
v2.9, fsaverage

fsaverage surface v1 fsaverage space v1
Surface projections 
v2.9

RRID:SCR_02327717,61;

Table 2. Overview of the AtOM elements constituting the mouse, rat and human brain atlas versions currently 

supported by the EBRAINS research infrastructure. *Only two major releases, each with their alternative 

versions (representations of the annotation set in dierent coordinate systems and respective reference data) of 

the human brain atlas are shown here.
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detailed documentation, and 4) dened element relations and metadata (Fig. 1d,e). We elaborate on these 
requirements below.

First, machine-readable digital atlas components imply that all les and metadata are available in open and 
non-proprietary le formats suitable for direct processing by a machine. is enables programmatic access to 
critical information about brain atlases without the need to retrieve entire, potentially distributed, datasets. It 
also makes it possible to incorporate the information into research workows and soware tools, e.g. the siibra 
tools suite62,63 for exploring high-resolution atlases such as the multilevel framework established for the human 
brain (https://ebrains.eu/service/human-brain-atlas) and connecting them to computational workows. e 
les and metadata for all the atlas versions shown in Fig. 3 are available online, either on public websites, domain 
repositories, or at the atlases’ respective homepages. Table 1 shows brain atlas version metadata for the four brain 
atlas versions shown in Fig. 3.

Second, dened spatial and semantic modules in an atlas mean that all elements are identiable and accessible 
with clear metadata. is makes common elements between atlases or atlas version more comprehensible and 
facilitates the maintenance of atlases and their versions. At a minimum, this can be clear naming of the essential 
les or documentation about the location of all necessary information (Table 1). For example, all the les needed 
for using the WHS rat brain atlas are available via a domain repository (Table 2).

ird, clear versioning with granular documentation that state all changes dierentiating two version of an 
atlas are needed to adhere to open science and FAIR principles. Currently this is partially achieved through use 
of persistent identiers for atlas releases using either International Standard Book Numbers (ISBN), and Digital 
Object Identiers (DOI) or Research Resource Identiers (RRID)64. In addition, atlas reference data are made 
available as associated les40, as downloadable internet resources3,16,17,39, or by providing selected methodologi-
cal descriptions in publications14,17. Some atlases also provide documentation as a list, or as text describing new
features or a high-level inventory of changes. Ideally, clear versioning of all atlas elements would enable novice 
users to quickly identify the dierences between two versions (Table 2).

Fourth, the explicit relations between atlas elements, such as parcellation criteria and coordinate system deni-
tions, provide an empirical foundation for translating information across the elements. is allows users to con-
nect data to dierent atlas elements (semantic or spatial), and enables automated search or comparison of data 
based on atlas elements. Traditionally, methodological information is mainly presented in a human-readable 
format through publications14,17, white papers or via a webpage, but it is now possible to document information
in machine-readable, structured formats following standards, e.g. as single or distributed data publications60 
(Table 2).

Brain atlases that fulll these four requirements are thus expected to be suciently well dened to be incor-
porated into research workows and enable automated transfer of information across atlases. e advantage of 
AtOM can be demonstrated with a concrete scenario where a researcher wants to create a modied version of an 
atlas to adapt the granularity of the brain annotations to their data. For example, in the following publication65 
they used the hierarchical terminology to group selected brain regions of the AMBA CCF v3 2017 into larger 
custom regions and thus create a custom brain atlas version for their analysis. is was possible as the annota-
tion set, terminology and metadata were readily available and identied (according to AtOM) and allowed the 
researchers to create and cite the changes in their custom atlas version. Another potential advantage of having 
individual atlas elements provided as separate les is that they may be used as exchangeable components in 
viewers or analysis tools such as siibra-explorer63 or siibra-python62. is allows for comparative analysis or 
re-analysis using dierent atlas versions47.

Discussion
We have identied spatial and semantic elements of brain atlases, dened their relations, and created an Atlas 
Ontology Model (AtOM), specifying human and machine-readable metadata. Even though the AtOM elements 
are readily recognized in dierent atlases, they are oen named according to traditions or common practice. 
For example, the reference data and the coordinate system are oen considered as one entity, and referred to 
as the common coordinate space, reference template, reference space, brain model or atlas9,42. e term atlas is 
variably used to address reference data, an atlas version, any of a series of atlas versions or the annotation set. e 
annotation set, oen in combination with the terminology, has also been called parcellations, segmentations or 
delineations16,17,39,48.

Some of the AtOM elements have been suggested earlier9, as well as similar approaches to versioning and 
atlas organization17. However, AtOM is the rst model for standardizing the common elements of any brain ref-
erence atlas, their denitions, and metadata, creating a standard to organize and share information about atlases 
or as a template to create an atlas.

When implemented, AtOM will facilitate precise and unique referencing of parts of an atlas, as well as the 
incorporation of atlases in digital tools or workows. AtOM further provides a basis for specifying minimum 
requirements for brain atlases to comply with the FAIR principles. Below, we discuss how AtOM may contribute 
to increase interoperability among atlases, enable more standardized use of brain atlases in computational tools, 
and advance FAIR data sharing in neuroscience. Interoperable atlases allow for exchange and translation of 
information across atlases, tools and data. Experimental data generated by dierent researchers typically relate 
to an atlas via spatial coordinates or anatomical terms, oen dened by visual comparison of images or use of 
other observations such as measurements of functional properties. Researchers translate between the semantic 
and spatial location information using human readable metadata. At the same time, automated translation can 
be enabled via standardized, machine-readable les specifying properties and relations among atlas elements. 
e translation of information is dependent on interoperability across atlas elements, which can be specied at 
three levels: practical, technical, and scholarly.
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At the practical level, translation of information across atlas elements is essential for interpretation and com-
munication of anatomical locations, such as relating machine-readable coordinates to human-readable brain 
structure names. e relations specied between atlas elements and the dening metadata allow compari-
sons of annotations and terminologies across atlases representing dierent species or strains, developmental 
stages, or disease states. By aligning reference data or coordinate systems of two dierent atlases, information 
can be directly compared or translated. For example, aligned brain region annotations can be inspected and 
their respective terminology aligned, establishing a semantic translation across two atlas terminologies66. 
Alternatively, terminology and annotations from dierent atlases may be combined, as was demonstrated when 
creating a new unied mouse brain atlas by adopting the semantic elements from the Franklin and Paxinos 
mouse brain atlas into the AMBA CCF67. However, it is important to keep in mind that reproducible use of atlas 
resources depends on unambiguous citation of atlases and their versions. When the atlas version reference is 
ambiguous, or if anatomical names are given without specication of the employed atlas version terminology, it 
is dicult to compare location between datasets11. Versioning, documentation, and clear references are therefore 
essential for atlases that change over time.

At a technical level, atlas information can be accessed using computational tools, requiring specication of 
essential parameters and versions, such as le formats and other technical metadata. Atlases that have closed 
proprietary le formats may technically be digital, but without being fully machine accessible and interoperable, 
they are dicult to utilize in analytic tools and infrastructures.

At a scholarly level, anatomical parcellation and terminology should be comparable across atlases. e lack 
of consensus about terminologies, parcellation schemata, and boundary criteria among neuroanatomists is a 
major challenge for the development, use, and comparison of brain atlases68–75. Following dierent traditions, 
knowledge, and criteria, both domain experts and non-expert researchers may inevitably convey subjective and 
sometimes irreproducible information that is dicult to document. AtOM provides a foundation for organizing 
and communicating specic information about brain atlases in a standardized way that allows researchers to 
describe their interpretations more precisely, and thus contribute to increased reproducibility of results.

e value of interoperable atlases is substantial, allowing data integration, analysis and communication based 
on anatomical location. Brain atlases incorporated in various analytical tools open the possibility for ecient 
approaches to analyzing, sharing, and discovering data. For example, by analyzing images mapped to an atlas, 
the atlas information can be used to assign coordinates and terms to objects-of-interest10,76. Data from dierent 
publications analyzed with the same atlas are comparable, and data registered to the spatial module (reference 
data and coordinate system) of an atlas may also be re-analyzed with new or alternative annotation sets. Perhaps 
more importantly, by specifying the AtOM elements as standardized machine readable les, it becomes possible 
to incorporate dierent atlases as exchangeable modules in analytic tools and infrastructure systems20–22,25,26. 
Tools and systems using interoperable atlases can exploit the dened relations among the elements for auto-
mated operations, like data queries, calculations, or assignment of location identity to experimental data that 
have been associated with an atlas by spatial registration or semantic identication.

AtOM is used by multiple research and infrastructure groups, and is part of the Neuroscience Information 
Framework (RRID:SCR_002894), see Methods, and the openMINDS metadata framework for neuroscience 
graph databases (RRID:SCR_023173; https://github.com/HumanBrainProject/openMINDS). In particular, 
AtOM has served as base for the openMINDS SANDS extension (RRID:SCR_023498) which is focusing on 
the spatial anchoring of neuroscience data structures and includes the provision of controlled graph database 
descriptions for brain atlas and common coordinate spaces. openMINDS denes the semantic architecture of 
the EBRAINS Knowledge Graph. Other EBRAINS services, such as the EBRAINS Atlases (https://ebrains.hbp.
eu/services/atlases) rely on openMINDS to robustly query for relevant data and correctly represent brain atlases 
and common coordinate spaces. e multilevel human brain atlas, an atlas framework that spans across multiple 
spatial scales and modalities hosted on the EBRAINS research infrastructure, exemplies how several refer-
ence data, coordinate systems, and annotation set, developed over time, can be seamlessly incorporated, and 
presented to users through a single viewer tool. A growing repertoire of tools, services, and workows within 
and outside of the EBRAINS research infrastructure rely on formal descriptions for automated incorporation 
of research products, including brain atlases and common coordinate spaces. AtOM provides a framework for 
keeping track of the complex relations among these resources and research products.

In conclusion, the primary value of AtOM is that it establishes a standardized framework for developers and 
researchers using brain atlases to create, use, and refer to specic atlas elements and versions. Atlas developers 
can use the model to create clearly citable and interoperable atlases. For developers incorporating atlases in 
tools, AtOM denes atlas elements as modules that can be seamlessly exchanged to accommodate atlases for 
other species or developmental stages, or to switch between versions, coordinate systems, or terminologies. By 
standardizing the communication and use of fundamental reference resources, we are convinced that AtOM will 
accelerate ecient analysis, sharing and reuse of neuroscience data.

Methods
e rst dra of AtOM (at the time called parcellation.ttl77) was developed by eliciting requirements and use 
cases from the Blue Brain Project (https://github.com/SciCrunch/NIF-Ontology/issues/49). To ingest atlas ter-
minologies into the NIF standard ontology (RRID:SCR_005414) following AtOM, a python module (https://
github.com/tgbugs/pyontutils/tree/master/nifstd/nifstd_tools/parcellation) was written to convert from a 
variety of formats into Web Ontology Language (OWL). An initial version of the core ontology and 24 atlas 
terminologies were created. ese ontologies were loaded into SciGraph (RRID:SCR_017576; https://github.
com/SciGraph/SciGraph) and queries (https://github.com/SciCrunch/sparc-curation/blob/67b534a939e-
2a271050c6edad97c707d8ec075d3/resources/scigraph/cypher-resources.yaml#L51-L267) were then written 
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against the original data model using the Cypher query language to nd atlases, terminologies, and individual 
terms for specic atlases, species, and developmental stages. ese queries have been used in production sys-
tems for over 4 years. During this time additional atlases were ingested using the python module (now total-
ing 40) and an initial dra of the conceptual model for AtOM was developed (https://github.com/SciCrunch/
NIF-Ontology/blob/master/docs/brain-regions.org). For a full record of the iterative development of the model 
to fully distinguish the major elements found in the current version (though not under their current names) see 
https://github.com/SciCrunch/NIF-Ontology/issues/49.

A second round of development involved further requirements collection in the context of atlas creation 
and the conceptual model was heavily revised, regularized, and extended in the context of the needs of the 
Human Brain Project (HBP) (https://github.com/SciCrunch/NIF-Ontology/commits/64c32abed9963073fab-
90dd5901d806fd8503da2 commit history from work during the HBP meeting in Oslo in November 21-22 
2019) and the Allen Institute for Brain Sciences (https://github.com/SciCrunch/NIF-Ontology/commit/
a40a8c786529f5b2e2a3a8007776d057c5830d2d, other interactions occurred, but do not have public records 
of their occurrence). Various iterations of the model were applied to a wide variety of atlases and atlas-like 
things, such as paper and digital atlases, ontologies, gures from publications, crudely drawn diagrams on table 
cloths, globes, geographic information systems, traditional cartographic maps, topological maps of the periph-
eral nervous system, and more. is was followed by collection of requirements and live ontology develop-
ment carried out in the context of the HBP, which included alignment with the schemas of the openMINDS 
SANDS (RRID:SCR_023498) metadata model for reporting spatial metadata. e resulting ontological model 
was applied to a number of existing atlases, specically the WHS rat brain atlas (RRID:SCR_017124)14,38,39, the 
AMBA CCF (RRID:SCR_020999) v33,13, and the human Julich-Brain atlas (RRID:SCR_023277)17,61.

Data availability
AtOM (RRID:SCR_023499) is publicly available via GitHub: https://github.com/SciCrunch/NIF-Ontology/blob/
atlas/ttl/atom.ttl. e ontology is available via BioPortal: http://purl.bioontology.org/ontology/ATOM. e 1.0 
release of AtOM that corresponds to this paper is available via GitHub at https://github.com/SciCrunch/NIF-
Ontology/releases/tag/atom-1.0.

ode availability
Python code for generating parcellations for the NIF-Ontology is publicly available via GitHub: https://github.
com/tgbugs/pyontutils/tree/master/nifstd/nifstd_tools/parcellation. Archives of release are available via 
Zenodo77.
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Chapter 3

protc/ur, a formal language for

experimental protocols

3.1 Introduction

Scientific protocols are key information artifacts produced and used by working exper-

imental scientists [28]. In the simplest sense they are documents that are used as mnemonics

to guide and constrain scientific processes. However, until quite recently [96] they were rarely

published as first class scholarly artifacts1. From some perspectives protocols are the single

most important document for understanding scientific results, more so even than data or papers,

because if a protocol is flawed everything after it is at risk of being uninterpretable [58, 78].

Before delving further into protocols we must briefly discuss methods sections. Protocols

and methods sections are not the same thing. Protocols must exist prior in time to the collection of

data so that they can have been followed to perform an experiment. On the other hand, methods

sections tend to be written retrospectively after an experiment is completed. They are distinct but

1Nature Protocols (https://www.nature.com/nprot) has existed since 2006, however it publishes about 190

protocols a year which is orders of magnitude lower than the number of papers published, even assuming protocols

could be reused between papers. Given the number of labs conducting research and the number of protocols they

are actively using, the bandwidth needed would be far beyond traditional publishing.
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complementary. Much could be said about the insufficiency of methods sections for capturing

and communicating the practical knowledge of how to perform a protocol, but that is not the

role that methods sections are intended to play. Historically, such practical knowledge has been

transmitted by apprenticeship in a lab [60, 59, 22]. Reconstructing a protocol that can be used

to perform an experiment from a methods section can be a substantial undertaking. Witness

the repeated expansion of single sentences from a methods section into whole paragraphs from

another in Figure 3.1. Before the advent of modern information systems (and likely even after)

it would have been faster and easier to travel to the lab that knew the technique and learn it from

them.

Methods sections are critical for evaluating the validity of scientific results, and issues

with reporting of methods are well known [34, 1, 79]. While there are efforts under way to

improve the quality of methods reporting [66, 5, 75, 89], such effort would likely benefit from

more widely published and detailed protocols. Much of the information missing in methods

reporting must unavoidably be collected in order to perform experiments, if it were documented

in a protocol then authors could simply reference the protocol. However, this is not always the

case, and there are variables that cannot be known ahead of time and must be recorded after the

creation of a protocol. These are often the key information in a methods section and are why we

say that protocols and methods sections are complementary.

Given the critical role that protocols play in scientific research, they present an ideal target

for formalization. One approach to this has been the creation of electronic lab notebooks (ELNs).

However, despite numerous efforts to create ELNs most protocols are still hand-written in paper

lab notebooks [51]. At the other end of the spectrum are Laboratory Information Management

Systems (LIMS) [97]. LIMS are complex software systems that employ the full power of modern

databases and software tools to manage the entire research life cycle. However, the complexity

and scale of most LIMS make them difficult for individual academic research labs to operate

and maintain, and the cost of subscribing to commercial offerings can be prohibitive [80, 10].
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Somewhere between these two ends of the spectrum are tools like protocols.io that focus on

providing a way to write and share structured natural language protocols [96].

One approach that could be employed to formalize scientific protocols, that falls between

the two extremes of natural language with all its complexities and full fledged modern software

systems with their own set of complexities, is to create a formal language [83]. Formal languages

have enough flexibility to express scientific protocols and could be designed to avoid the kind

of friction that can occur when trying to use a more general formal language such as Structured

Query Language (SQL) directly [90, 68]. At the same time, a formal language could provide

sufficient structure to make the contents of protocols machine-readable and precise in ways that

natural language cannot guarantee [14, 82].

For these, and many other reasons, we set out to create a formal language for protocols.

Our objectives in the creation of a formal language for scientific protocols are that a maintained

implementation of such a language exists, that it be practically useful, that it might even be able to

make life a little bit easier for experimental scientists, and that formal scientific protocols might

one day be able to provide a foundation for automatically performing experiments and for im-

proving our ability to assess the methodology used to produce scientific results by automatically

validating parts of protocols. While the last two goals remain in the future, we think we have

made substantial progress toward the first two and report on that progress here.

The formalization of scientific protocols is not a new idea. In the more general domain

of process specification, attempts to formalize natural language specifications have a history

going back at least to Specification Acquisition from Experts (SAFE) [35]. One of the most

fully developed approaches to modeling processes both as a language and as an ontology [39] is

the Process Specification Language (PSL) [86, 85, 38, 9]. However, despite becoming an ISO

standard (ISO 18629)2 there does not appear to be a practical implementation of PSL.

Remaining in the realm of slightly more general approaches, there are a number of for-

2https://www.iso.org/standard/35431.html
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mal ontologies that have been created to model scientific experiments. In this context the On-

tology for Biomedical Investigations (OBI) and the Experimental Factors Ontology (EFO) are

well known and widely used inside knowledge management systems [12, 4, 65]. Another ex-

ample is the PROV Ontology, which was not originally designed to model scientific protocols

but has been used to capture metadata about scientific processes [74, 71, 43]. Focusing on the

protocol document, there is an existing body of work on the semantic representation of proto-

cols (SMART protocols) [32, 33, 31]. Most of these ontologies are implemented in the Web

Ontology Language version 2 (OWL) [44] and are excellent for use in knowledge management

systems but can be difficult for users who are not already knowledge engineers to apply directly

to, e.g., write a protocol [68]. Thus, while ontologies are certainly a useful or even critical part

of the larger system to support formal protocols, they themselves are not a particularly effective

interface for trying to help experimental scientists express protocols.

Moving to focus on protocols themselves, the work of Kwasnikowska, et al. presents

theoretical foundations for formal scientific protocols and their relation to information systems

[57]. Although we did not implement their exact formalism, the insights they have provided are

valuable to anyone interested in a more mathematical treatment of modeling protocols. Unfortu-

nately, the practical implementation of the system named ProtocolDB described in that and later

work (e.g., [54]) appears to have been lost to time 3.

There has also been work to use formal protocols as a way to automatically capture and

structure experimental data and metadata. For example, the work on Knowledge Engineering

from Experimental Design (KEfED) has shown that structured protocols can be used to auto-

matically capture data from experiments [84, 94]. The underlying model of protocols proposed

in KEfED is similar to the one that we ultimately converged on in our work, and the original

implementations of the KEfED system are publicly available or open source4. However, they

3https://web.archive.org/web/20100824114553/http://bioinformatics.eas.asu.edu/
siteProtocolDB/indexProtocolDB.htm

4https://github.com/BMKEG/bioscholar https://github.com/BMKEG/kefedEditor
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are complex web applications and the underlying model for protocols is hard to decouple and

use in other contexts.

In summary, the existing work on protocols and formalization of scientific processes is

generally internally consistent as a whole and, if you rename a term here and there, the underlying

models are mostly compatible. Despite this, there are significant issues with applying such formal

models in the lab even when effort has been made to create electronic lab notebooks specifically

targeting the laboratory use case [51]. One reason for this is that while ontology languages

are extremely powerful, they ,by design, present a domain general interface for encoding and

extracting knowledge and are therefore hard for users to apply directly to a specific use case. In

addition, ontologies usually lack an obvious entry point or clear user interface that can hide the

complexity of the domain they are modeling [68]. The need for simplified interfaces to these

systems is also suggested by the finding that working scientists tend to prefer a small number of

tags when asked to apply semantic tags to their work due to the overwhelming number of classes

and relationships present in ontologies [50].

Our contribution to formal protocols is the development of a domain-specific language

(DSL) for scientific protocols called protc/ur that has an open source implementation5, and

tooling and pipelines that can interoperate with knowledge management infrastructures6. Devel-

oping domain-specific languages to provide tractable interfaces to complex problems has a long

history [91, 76, 99, 98, 24]. Our objective was to create a language with minimal surface syntax,

understandable composition rules, and as few language elements as possible that could act as an

interface to the complex underlying model for protocols and scientific processes that is reflected

in the existing literature.

5https://github.com/tgbugs/protc/blob/master/AGPL-3
6See for example https://github.com/SciCrunch/sparc-curation/blob/

f2b1c74df3270cb00bd48801e076eca368a53033/docs/developer-guide.org?plain=1#L1433-L1434.
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3.2 Methods

Language ecosystem

As it exists now, the protc/ur ecosystem has two complementary implementations that

leverage different aspects of the structure of the language, enforce different rules, and serve dif-

ferent use cases. One implementation is in Racket [23, 24, 27] and is referred to as protc/ur.

The other is in Python and is part of the protcur library 7. Figure 3.2 provides and overview

of the system as a whole. In essence the relationship between the two implementations is that

protc/ur is the target output language of the protcur pipelines. On the Racket side protc/ur

is implemented as a Racket #lang [98]. #lang protc/ur checks and enforces the nesting struc-

ture of the protc/ur abstract syntax tree and expands to a Racket module that can be imported

and used by the sibling protc language (discussed below)8. On the Python side protcur is

responsible for converting between a variety of alternate representations for protc/ur that are

discussed in detail below.

The protc/ur language currently contains five core elements (input, output, aspect, pa-

rameter, and invariant) and five extended elements (executor-verb, objective, black-box-component,

symbolic-input, and measure). Table 3.1 provides an overview of these elements and their defi-

nitions. The five core elements can be grouped into three major categories by collapsing inputs

and outputs to participants, and parameters and invariants to constraints. These three categories,

participants, aspects, and constraints are helpful for understanding the curation workflow de-

scribed below. Figure 3.13 shows an example of how the core elements can be composed into a

minimal specification for a protocol. These elements and their composition rules make up what

we call the protc domain model.

The system as it exists now is the product of a long process of iterative development. The

7https://github.com/tgbugs/protc/tree/master/protcur
8At the moment the import functionality is clunky and uses the annotation ids as identifiers for variables in

Racket.
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initial development of protc/ur is covered next. After that we cover validation of the domain

model. Finally, we cover evaluation of the resulting language.

Language design and conceptualization

protc/ur is a sibling of a larger language named protc. While protc is not the focus

of this paper, the development of protc/ur is best understood as an extension and refinement of

protc for the specific use case of curating natural language protocols. Therefore we start with

an overview of the development of protc and how that led to the development of protc/ur.

Work on protc started with early experiments on syntax and a number of written thought

experiments exploring the design space. The whole history of development can be viewed in the

git log of the protc repository9.

Early experiments were conducted using Common LISP [93] and modern variants of

the Lex lexical analyzer [62] and the Yacc parser generator [47] for eBNF grammars. These

were ultimately abandoned due to requirements collection for an implementation language which

suggested that Racket would be more suitable for our use case. This was primarily due to Racket’s

focus on language oriented programming and its origins in research on programming pedagogy.

Racket’s origins in pedagogy have resulted in an ecosystem that works across operating systems

and is accessible to novices [23, 26], both key requirements for supporting experimental scientists

and curators 10.

While experimenting with syntax, the underlying domain model for protc was also un-

der development. Numerous iterations with varying levels of complexity were considered, but

eventually we arrived at an initial set of core elements that were the starting point for validating

9To view the entire history you can run git clone https://github.com/tgbugs/protc and then

git -C protc log -p --reverse or see https://github.com/tgbugs/protc/commits/master?after=
178795f5161a2289efbbeacbdbb5a1463c07e4b8+567 and click the commit hash on each entry to view the

diff. A summary of the early thoughts is documented in https://github.com/tgbugs/protc/blob/master/
thoughts/README.md.

10The first author can report in retrospect that choosing to use Racket was a fantastic decision.
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the model by using it to annotate methods sections11.

Early work on the domain model was assisted by related work on an ontology for methods

used in neuroscience 12. Due to its broad scope, neuroscience makes use of nearly every tech-

nique employed in life sciences and even some beyond. Work on the methods ontology provided

a survey of the major techniques and tools of the domain, but critically lacked a core model for

the fundamental nature of techniques and how they interact with their various component parts.

Language domain model validation

We employed two approaches to validate, extend, and refine the protc domain model.

One was to use the domain model as the core for the methods ontology and then to apply the

ontology to model experimental techniques. The other was to apply the domain model to annotate

methods sections of papers from the literature.

For the methods ontology, there was a point where it became clear that the protc domain

model could be used as the foundation for the missing core of the methods ontology, and we

implemented the protc domain model in OWL and have deeply modeled 227 techniques13.

As such, the protc domain model has logical foundations that can be expressed in the

OWL. The two implementations are separate; however, there is a mapping between the tags used

in curation and owl classes 14. Figure 3.4 provides an overview of the OWL model.

11Iteration on the domain model did not start from nothing. Prior work to create a data acquisition and metadata

management library in Python, while the first author was still in an experimental electrophysiology lab, provided

a starting point for iteration (https://github.com/tgbugs/mlab). Many of the ideas and early versions of the

core elements of protc are present in the code and comments of the mlab codebase. The structure of the code, and

the entities in the model were preliminary, but they were created based on the direct practical need to acquire and

store data in the context of active experiments.
12https://github.com/tgbugs/pyontutils/tree/master/nifstd/development/methods
13https://github.com/SciCrunch/NIF-Ontology/blob/methods/ttl/methods.ttl
14https://github.com/tgbugs/protc/blob/master/protc-tags.rkt
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Web annotation

To annotate methods sections we used the Hypothes.is web annotation client 15. Hy-

pothes.is makes it possible to annotate web pages and pdfs via a browser extension or javascript

bookmarklet. Users can create a page note that is attached to the web page as a whole, high-

light text to create an annotation anchored to that text, or reply to page notes, annotations, or

replies. Annotations, page notes, and replies are always made in a specific Hypothes.is group

or in the public group. The two groups discussed in this paper are referred to as the protocol-

annotation group that was used to annotate methods sections and the sparc-curation group

that was used to annotate SPARC protocols.

Hypothes.is has a web API16 that provides programmatic access to the underlying data

for each annotation structured as JSON [16, 11]. We maintain the hyputils python library for

working with the Hypothes.is API 17, that was developed as part of SciBot, the machine part of

a hybrid human/machine curation pipeline [2]. hyputils is used by the protcur Python library

for retrieving and working with annotations.

Methods section corpus

The initial set of methods sections selected for annotation was drawn from the Markram

2015 citation tree [67]. The papers were downloaded as pdfs and hosted on a local web server.

The hosts file (/etc/hosts) was used to ensure that the url that the Hypothes.is client saw was

consistent (and not localhost). This simplified anchoring of annotations as well as control of the

source documents for the annotated corpus and avoided issues with changing urls and inconsistent

document identifiers. In total 5051 annotations were made on 56 papers as part of this initial

15https://www.hypothes.is
16See the documentation at https://h.readthedocs.io/en/latest/api-reference/. The Hypothes.is

backend is open source (https://github.com/hypothesis/h) and it is possible to run it independent of Hy-

pothes.is which is important for long term sustainability of these workflows even if we implement a new annotation

client tailored to protocol curation in the future.
17https://github.com/tgbugs/hyputils
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exploratory curation process.

Validation by methods section annotation

In order to apply protc to methods sections, we needed to capture the text referring to

an entity, the type of that entity, and the relation between that entity and other entities referred

to by other parts of the text.

To accomplish this we annotated methods sections by highlighting text referring to in-

dividual entities and adding the tag for that type of entity. Each tag is the name of a syntactic

element from protc prefixed with the string protc: (e.g., protc:input). In order to capture

the relationships between entities according to the protc domain model, we copy and paste the

share link to an annotation into the text box of the annotation that was anchored to text for the

parent entity in the domain model. For example, the link to an annotation about an aspect is

pasted into the text box of an annotation about its corresponding input.

This protcur curation process, involving annotation, tagging, and linking, is mechani-

cally complex. This was not a concern during this early exploratory phase because it involved a

significant amount of thought while trying to apply the model and did not require extreme speed.

However, as the annotation tag set was refined, this was no longer the case because the number

of tags was reduced and their scope was better understood. Given this mechanical complexity, a

lingering question was whether it was possible to employ this process at scale. We address this

in the section on curation efficiency.

As we annotated we added additional tags when we encountered text in methods sections

that did not seem to correspond to any existing entity type. Repeated use of a new tag indicated

that the protc domain model was missing a key element, and the domain model was updated

to include that new element. As the protcur curation process and tag set evolved, the Racket

implementation was updated to match and enforce new rules as needed.

The most important element missing from the initial domain model was the concept of
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aspect. As defined in Table 3.1 as aspect is a generalization of the dimension of a unit, such

as length, duration, mass, temperature, pressure, etc. which also includes concepts such as allo-

cation, and count.

The initial domain model was also missing protc:implied-* tags. This is not surpris-

ing as implied-* tags are only relevant in the context of natural language annotation and are

equivalent to their explicit counterparts in the domain model, such as aspect or input. How-

ever, unlike their explicit counterparts, they are used when there is not actually any text that can

be highlighted that refers to the entity in question, that is, the entity is implied by the text. For

example, in the following sentence from [49] ”recording chamber” is an explicit input but there

is no corresponding text for the thing ”slices were incubated” in, i.e., a water bath18.

Slices were incubated for 30 min at 35°C and then at room temperature (~20-22°C)

until transferred to the recording chamber (35 ± 0.5°C).

While developing the protc: tags and the protcur curation process we also created a

separate set of tags to enable non-destructive editing so that it is possible to modify annotations

without destroying their previous contents19. This was also critical because it is currently not

possible to edit Hypothes.is annotations made by other users, so it is impossible, e.g., for a head

curator to correct mistakes without such a system20. Non-destructive editing is also important

for documenting the development of the thought process that resulted in current practice and is

critical for tracking provenance.

protcur pipelines and transformations

In order to analyze the results of the methods section annotation workflow we needed to

convert those annotations into a representation that was closer to protc than the raw annotations.

18It is also almost certainly not clear to anyone who has not worked in an electrophysiology lab that the brain

slices do not go directly in the water, but in fact go in a slice chamber which is what is placed in the water bath.
19https://github.com/tgbugs/protc/blob/master/anno-tags.rkt
20Sharing logins is not a solution as it makes it hard to determine provenance and is a bad security practice.
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Using the initial pool of annotations, we started work on Python code to structure and analyze the

results of annotation, tagging, and linking. This code grew to become the protcur Python library

that was mentioned above, and is responsible for transforming raw Hypothes.is annotations into

structured protc/ur as an output.

Figure 3.3 shows an example of the transformations carried out by the protcur pipelines

that are diagrammed in Figure 3.2. Specifically, it shows an HTML page with highlighted annota-

tions followed by the Hypothes.is UI rendering of the JSON representation, the Racket protc/ur

representation, and an RDF Turtle representation for the same annotations [102, 81]. In addition

to these three representations of protc/ur, there are two more core representations not shown in

the figure, one is a Python class representation, and the other is a JSON-LD representation [52].

Parsing units

Given the vital role that units of measure play in science we needed to be able to extract

them from methods sections and thus wrote a parser combinator library and units parser in Python

to extract units from free text into a structured representation. The units parser runs on the exact

text or a curator provided correction of any annotation that is tagged with protc:parameter* or

protc:invariant. The results of unit parsing and extraction can be seen in the transformations

from Figure 3.3.1 to 3.3.2.

The parser combinator library grew into pysercomb 21 and is also the basis for a parser

for Racket language syntax that is used by the protcur pipelines. In fact, the output of the first

step of the protcur pipelines is protc/ur that is parsed back into a Python representation by

the pysercomb Racket parser before subsequent use.

21https://github.com/tgbugs/parsercomb
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Language evaluation by protocol curation

In order to evaluate the protc/ur language and the curation process we had a single

curator apply a streamlined version of the protcur curation workflow to protocols. The stream-

lined workflow focused on a subset of the elements in the protc domain model, inputs, outputs,

aspects, parameters, and invariants with one new addition, executor verbs (see Table 3.1). Other

tags were used sporadically but were not part of the core workflow.

The streamlined flow was designed to extract quantitative constraints from protocols,

attach them to aspects, and then attach aspects to participants. By focusing on these three major

types of entities and starting curation at quantitative values in the text of a protocol, we were able

to create a curation workflow that a curator could learn to apply and that was mostly agnostic to

the domain specific contents of a protocol. As demonstrated in the results, this workflow can be

applied efficiently to a variety of protocols to achieve high coverage and depth of curation22.

Protocol curation was carried out as part of our work to develop metadata and cura-

tion standards for the NIH Common Fund’s Stimulating Peripheral Activity to Relieve Con-

ditions (SPARC) program [77] with the objective of extracting metadata from protocols that had

been used to generate datasets or were reconstructed from processes that generated datasets for

SPARC. Nearly all of the SPARC protocols that were annotated are contained in protocols.io

[96].

22One thing to note about this workflow is that the curator encountered significant issues with the anchoring of

annotations to pages because at the time the only source available to annotate was an interactive webapp where the

url for the page changed as the user scrolled. This is no longer an issue as protocols.io now provides a static HTML

version of all protocols. However, we had to align the original annotations made prior to this and create copies that

target the HTML pages. As a result of these issues during curation, there are cases where entities were annotated

multiple times because the curator could not determine whether a given stretch of text had already been annotated

since the Hypothes.is client was unable to associate annotations made on webapp urls that for different steps with

the protocol as a whole or with urls for other steps.
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Alternate curation workflows

In order to assess the efficiency of the protcur curation workflow we compare it to

two other workflows applied by the same curator to the same set of protocols. In addition to

the protcur workflow23 there is a page note workflow24 and a SPARC Minimal Information

Standard (SPARC MIS) workflow25. These workflows are described here for reference and

Figure 3.6 shows an overview of the timeline for all three workflows (see results for an explication

of the figure).

The protcur workflow was active for roughly a year from 2019-01-22 to 2020-01-27.

The workflow itself is described above.

The sparc workflow was active for roughly 2 months from 2020-03-26 to 2020-05-29.

The workflow required the curator to apply tags from a set of roughly 200 tags drawn from the

SPARC MIS ontology file26 to entities in the text using the Hypothes.is client.

The notes workflow was active for roughly 1 year from 2020-07-20 to 2021-06-18. The

workflow had three parts. The first was to find all datasets that a protocol was associated with

and add the identifiers for those datasets as tags in a page note on the protocol. The second

was to read the paper and add semi-controlled tags for experimental modality27 prefixed with

mod:, taxon (organism) prefixed with org:, anatomy prefixed with anat:. The third was to tag

resources with their corresponding Research Resource Identifier (RRID) if it was not provided

elsewhere in the protocol.

As part of the protcur and sparc curationworkflows the curator applied the ilxtr:technique

tag to text that referred to experimental techniques used in the protocol. This was not done as part

of the notes workflow because it was assumed that tagging the whole paper with mod: for ex-

perimental modalities would be sufficient to capture the techniques without the need to annotate

23sometimes referred to as the ”p” workflow
24sometimes referred to as the notes or ”n” workflow
25sometimes referred to as the sparc workflow, the mis workflow, or the ”s” workflow
26https://github.com/SciCrunch/NIF-Ontology/blob/sparc/ttl/sparc-methods.ttl
27aka experimental approach
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techniques in the text.

Language use cases

In order to evaluate the utility of protc/ur against the specific use cases that it was

developed to address, we had therefore to develop those use cases. A number of these use cases

were taken from the original development of protc.

Some of these original use cases were as follows: To be able to use the language to

formalize experimental protocols. To reduce the need for repeated entry of metadata shared

across multiple processes by encoding it in the protocol. To be able to find data produced by

protocols matching certain criteria. To be able to assist the user in validating a protocol.

Additional practical use cases were also developed as we worked on the protcur Python

libraries and protc/ur Racket language. Most of these are not evaluated below because the

tight development loop for protcur means that they were usually satisfied by the implementa-

tion within a matter of days. Examples of these follow: To extract structured data from natural

language protocols. To resolve annotations with replies containing non-destructive editing tags

into the correct version of the annotations. To convert the tags and linking structure of the an-

notations into nested s-expressions [73] (See Figure 3.3). To make it easy to get to the original

source annotation (e.g. by clicking a link). To detect and alert when links have been pasted in the

wrong order, i.e., that the nesting of protc/ur is incorrect. To detect and alert when the source

text for a parameter or invariant seems to be malformed.

One use case that we have explicitly excluded from protc/ur is modeling of protocols

describing analysis or the manual operation of software (e.g., how to operate a microscope for

image acquisition). Analysis and software were excluded for a number of reasons including the

following. Analysis and software systems already have formal languages that can be used to

describe them (e.g. Python, MATLAB, etc.). Instructions for operating graphical software can

be formalized and automated using languages such as AutoHotKey [61, 100, 70, 37, 95]. Code
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and software can be of arbitrary complexity and thus are at risk for consuming large amounts of

time and attention if an attempt is made to model them28. Finally, analysis and software steps

are usually separate from wet lab experimental processes and data acquisition processes which

are the primary domain for protc/ur29.

Evaluation of use cases by query

One approach to evaluate the use cases for data extraction from natural language, formal-

ization, metadata entry, and data search was to query a knowledge base containing the outputs of

the protcur pipelines. Minimally, this system needs to include information about both protocols

and datasets. To this end we used the SPARC Knowledge Graph (SKG).

The SPARC Knowledge Graph has a number of parts, but in the context of evaluating

protc/ur the relevant information is the outputs of the protcur pipelines, the output of the

SPARC dataset curation pipelines30, and a subset of the NIF-Ontology, all in RDF. The full

conversion and release pipelines are implemented as executable documentation 31.

Queries are issued to the SKG using the SPARQL query language [88, 42] on an endpoint

running Blazegraph version 2.1.6 RC 32. Releases of the SKG are available on GitHub 33 and

are also archived on zenodo 34. The results in this paper are derived from the 2023-08-04 release.

Additional example queries are maintained in the sparc-curation documentation35.

28Consider for example the difficulty of trying to develop a domain model that was capable of formalizing the

contents of the methods section for this paper.
29This is not always true. See discussion.
30https://github.com/SciCrunch/sparc-curation
31sparc-curation/docs/release.org sparc-curation/docs/developer-guide.org#sckan See also the command line ex-

ample developer-guild.org sckan-release in dockerfiles/source.org
32https://github.com/blazegraph/database
33https://github.com/SciCrunch/NIF-Ontology/releases/tag/sckan-2023-08-04
34https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5337441
35https://github.com/SciCrunch/sparc-curation/blob/master/docs/queries.org
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Protocol curation corpus

In order to evaluate the protc domain model and the practicality of the protcur cura-

tion workflow, we analyzed curation coverage, curation depth, and curation efficiency. In order

to measure coverage, depth, and efficiency we need to define the set of protocols that will be

included for analysis. Figure 3.5 shows an overview of the filtering process and the inclusion

criteria and exclusion criteria are described below.

The only protocols considered for analysis were those that had annotations in the Hy-

pothes.is sparc-curation group. Those are a subset of a larger set of protocols that also in-

cludes protocols referenced by SPARC datasets some of which have not yet been annotated. In

order to ensure that we were considering only first class protocols (i.e., excluding methods sec-

tions), we included only protocols that were in protocols.io from the set that had annotations

in the Hypothes.is group. This was also done to simplify measuring curation coverage because

other types of documents have different text representations and included other types of sections

that would never be annotated. As of our 2023-08-04 release of the SKG, applying these criteria

reduce 308 total protocols down to 115.

From these 115 protocols we then applied the following criteria to arrive at our final

count of 97 protocols for analysis. Protocols must have been annotated as part of the protcur

curation workflow as indicated by having at least one annotation with a protc: tag36. Protocols

must have a static HTML page on protocols.io (some protocols have been deleted since original

annotation). Protocols must have content and must not be empty (some protocol contain no text

and only cite other protocols). Protocols must have at least one annotation, and are removed

if they have only a page note. Protocols must have a ratio of protc: to sparc: tags that is

greater than 1. Finally a single extremely long protocol37 that was five times longer than the next

longest protocol was excluded as it contained extensive sections describing analysis procedures

36This is slightly complicated by the fact that some sparc: tags are automatically converted to protc: tags
37https://www.protocols.io/view/31399.html
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and analysis is explicitly excluded from the current design of protc/ur.

As part of this process we made extensive use of the protocols.io web API38, which pro-

vides access to the underlying data for each protocol structured as JSON. This API is used to

retrieve protocol contents and metadata and is critical for resolving protocols to stable identifiers

so that they can be anchored to the static HTML pages as discussed above. We have implemented

a module for working with protocols from protocols.io as part of the idlib python library 39.

Conversion of protocol HTML to plain text

Similar to the case with the five representations of protc/ur discussed above, there are

five representations of the protocols from protocols.io that are relevant for understanding and

interpreting the results. These are protocols.io app view, protocols.io HTML, protocols.io HTML

converted to text, protocols.io api JSON (3 different versions), and protocols.io JSON converted

to org-mode [87, 92].

In order to analyze the results of curation we needed to convert protocols to plain text.

We had previously implemented the ability to render protocols from protocols.io to lightly struc-

tured text in Org syntax40, but for analysis of curation we needed to ensure that the plain text of

protocols was as similar as possible to the rendered HTML that was originally annotated. As a

result we rendered the protocols.io static HTML pages for each of the 97 protocols directly to

text.

To do this we retrieved and saved each url with curl41 and used firefox’s developer

tools to obtain the http auth headers needed to access protocols shared privately. Next we used

sed [53] to insert clear boundaries between document sections that are ambiguous when render-

ing to text to simplify later steps. Finally, we rendered and saved the HTML pages to text using

38The main documentation is available at https://apidoc.protocols.io/ which covers v3 and v4 of the

API. We also use v1 of the API.
39https://github.com/tgbugs/idlib/blob/master/idlib/from_oq.py
40https://orgmode.org/worg/org-syntax.html
41https://curl.se/
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the linksweb browser launched with the -dump command line option 42. All further processing

of the saved protocol text is implemented in Python (See Data and code availability).

Curation coverage

In order to evaluate the completeness of the protc domain model we measured curation

coverage. Curation coverage can be used as a proxy to assess the completeness of a domain

model. If it is possible to annotate every piece of text in a natural language document using a

small number of tags, that suggests that the domain model underlying those tags is complete.

On the other hand, if few pieces of text can be annotated it suggests that the domain model is

incomplete43.

Curation coverage is calculated by removing strings of characters from curated protocols.

First we remove all spans of annotated text from the whole text leaving only the remnant text that

was not annotated (like an apple core). Then for both the remnant text and the original whole text

we split the text on white space to produce a list of word tokens and then remove stop words and

other low information content words from that list. After this we count the number of normalized

tokens in the remnant and the whole.

To calculate curation coverage we use the formula (whole - remnant) / whole. We

do this instead of trying to use the number of consumed tokens directly because the types of

systematic error that we see (e.g., due to partial annotation) mean that (whole - remnant) <=

consumed. The bias in the process of removing annotation text, tokenizing, and normalizing

means that total number of actual tokens in the remnant will always be greater than or equal to

the actual number of word tokens contained in the unannotated portion of the text. Therefore,

the calculated value for (whole - remnant) is always less than or equal to the value that we

would obtain if we tried to determine consumed directly by adding up the potentially overlapping

42http://links.twibright.com/ https://man.archlinux.org/man/links.1.en
43If the text can be annotated multiple times using different tags it suggests that to domain model is over specified

and at risk for being applied inconsistently.
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tokens of the annotated text even if we could successfully detect and correct for the overlap. As

a result calculated coverage is conservative because (whole - remnant) will be smaller and

our calculated coverage will be lower than if we tried to calculate consumed / whole directly.

Said another way, (whole - remnant) / whole is a worst case measure for coverage while

consumed / whole is a best case measure for coverage. We prefer the worst case because it

prevents us from thinking protc/ur is performing better than it actually is, and because it is also

easier to produce the remnant than to deduplicate the contents of the annotated text.

Curation depth

Curation depth is calculated by dividing the number of annotations with at least one child

annotation by the total number of annotations made on a protocol where children would be ex-

pected. Annotations where children are not expected are those tagged with protc:parameter*,

protc:invariant, protc:objective*, and protc:black-box-component. Another way to

think of this measure is as one minus the ratio of the number of annotations with zero children

where children are expected to the total number of annotations where children are expected.

The depth threshold used in figures 3.8 and 3.9 was selected to remove protocols that

had zero or almost zero depth of coverage. This was done because the full protcur curation

workflow was not applied to those protocols.

The correlation coefficient R in Figure 3.9 was calculated using the NumPy implementa-

tion for computing the matrix of Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients.

Curation efficiency

Curation efficiency is calculated by building a model of duration (contiguous blocks of

time) from discrete events (moments in time). The model takes a single parameter, which we

refer to as maxdt, that is the maximum duration (delta time) between two moments where two
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consecutive events are still considered to be part of the same contiguous duration. Event duration

is then calculated as the time delta between consecutive events. There are two types of events that

we have access to from Hypothes.is for page notes, annotations, and replies, the time at which

they were created, and the latest time at which they were updated.

One issue with this approach to determining durations from events is that the page notes

workflow is particularly susceptible to censorship. That is, when new updates erase the record

of previous updates. What this means is that if a curator repeatedly edited the same page note

over a period of time we no longer have a record of the intervening updates. Evidence that this

has occurred can be seen by comparing the sharp divergence between the curves for page note

base and page note other in Figure 3.11. When other events beyond page note creation and

update are included for determining durations, the amount of time that we can account for where

the curator is actually working increases dramatically.

After converting events into curation bouts, we sum contiguous curation time and divide

it by total number of events to get an absolute average for curation events per unit time. This is

done for a variety of values for maxdt.

In order to determine a reasonable value for maxdt we compare mean event duration to

the standard deviation as a function of the event duration index. The event duration index is

ordering of event duration from shortest to longest. There are two points that we use, one where

the standard deviation is 3 times the mean, and another where the standard deviation is 6 times

the mean. These happen at roughly 86 seconds (~1.4 mins) with 399 durations longer, and 122

seconds (~2 mins) with 256 durations longer respectively.

Another way we can estimate maxdt (which might not be stable over time) is by looking

at the distribution of durations between curation events that occur on different protocols. In all

three workflows the curator tends to focus on a single protocol at a time and rarely switches

rapidly between protocols during the same contiguous curation bout (sometimes this has been

observed to happen in the page notes protocol). Therefore the duration measured for switching
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between protocols can be used as a proxy to estimate maxdt since we know that in most cases

annotation activity would be broken up by having to switch to another protocol. The values

we obtained for median maxdt were between 156 seconds (2.6 minutes) and 330 seconds (5.5

minutes) depending on whether we set a cutoff for durations greater than 4 hours. We do not use

the mean in this case because even duration has an extremely long tail.

The combination of these two approaches for estimating maxdt suggests that the real

value for maxdt is somewhere between 1.4 and 6 minutes, and probably somewhere closer to 2

minutes.

Data and code availability

All of the input data for the SPARC Knowledge Graph including an export of the Hy-

pothes.is annotations from the sparc-curation group and conversion of those annotations to the

protc/ur Racket, JSON-LD, and RDF Turtle representations is available on GitHub https://

github.com/SciCrunch/NIF-Ontology/releases/tag/sckan-2023-08-04 and archived

on Zenodo https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.5337441.

Instructions for how to query the SKGare available at https://github.com/SciCrunch/

sparc-curation/blob/master/docs/sckan/README.org. And the full output of running

the protcur pipelines to produce the equivalent protc/ur for each protocol is available in the

zenodo release under release-*-sckan/data/protcur-sparc.rkt. protcur-sparc.rkt

can be run most easily in the tgbugs/musl:kg-dev-user docker image (see below) by retriev-

ing the zenodo release in the docker image, unzipping it, and running racket -it release-

*-sparc/data/protcur-sparc.rkt.

All public protocols used for analysis are available on protocols.io. Links to all 97 pro-

tocols are listed in Table 3.6 and 3.7 (26 are currently not shared publicly).

The reports on the remnants for calculating curation coverage are available at https:

//github.com/tgbugs/protc/releases/remnant-review-2023-09-08.
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Code for the python libraries is available on GitHub at https://github.com/tgbugs/

hyputils, https://github.com/tgbugs/idlib, https://github.com/tgbugs/parsercomb,

https://github.com/tgbugs/protc, and https://github.com/SciCrunch/sparc-cruation.

All python libraries are packaged and published to PyPI (see https://pypi.org/user/tgbugs/)

and have Gentoo ebuilds available at https://github.com/tgbugs/tgbugs-overlay.

TheRacket code for protc/ur is available on GitHub at https://github.com/tgbugs/

protc.

A Docker image containing executable versions of all the code related to this paper is

available on docker hub in the tgbugs/musl:kg-dev-user image. The source used to generate

the images is available on GitHub at https://github.com/tgbugs/dockerfiles. Example

protc/ur code can be evaluated in Racket after executing the command

docker run -u 1000 --entrypoint /usr/bin/racket --rm -it \

tgbugs/musl:kg-dev-user -i -e \

"(require protc/ur protc/private/curation protc/private/curation-unprefixed)"

Analysis code for this paper is available on GitHub as part of talk.org in https://

github.com/tgbugs/dissertation. A complete description of how to execute the code for

this paper and produce the paper itself by running talk.org is described in talk.org.

All analysis code for this paper is implemented in Python and was run on PyPy3 7.3.12.

The examples of protc/ur shown in this paper have been tested on Racket 8.10. Setting up an

environment from scratch to be able to run protc/ur is currently complicated so we suggest

using the docker image and docker run command described above.
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3.3 Results

Language

The primary result of this work is the protc/ur language. The most basic requirement

of a practical language is that its written form can be executed. All examples in this paper can

be run as described in the methods.

Figure 3.13 shows a small example protocol written directly in protc/ur. It is a minimal

protocol for making a diet induced obesity mouse formalized from [21]. The example shows how

output is used to bind the aspect mass to the DIO mouse at the end of the protocol and how

the use of input distinguishes that binding from the binding of the aspect age to the mouse

at the start of the protocol. The protocol indicates that the input mouse and input diet are to

be combined in some way by the fact that both are nested within the same output and are thus

inputs to the same process that produces the DIO mouse. The availability of the mouse diet is

represented as an opaque (aspect "ad libitum" (parameter* (bool #t))), and though

it might be more correct to say (aspect "availability" (invariant (fuzzy-quantity

"ad libitum"))), such enhancement can be made when more detail is required.

Figure 3.3 shows the transformation of a protocol from annotated HTML to protc/ur

and RDF Turtle. The top of Figure 3.3.1 shows the annotated HTML of first five steps of a pro-

tocol, the bottom half shows the annotation content for only the first step44. Figure 3.3.2 shows a

slightly simplified protc/ur representation of all five steps from the HTML. The separation of

the protocol into discrete steps is represented using executor-verb. We can also see one way

that protc/ur provides feedback to assist the user by informing them that that the tag on the

annotation might not be correct with the parse-failure construct. We can also see the output

of the parsing and transformation of plain text units into a structured representation. Figure 3.12

contains a version of the protc/ur code from Figure 3.3.2 that can be selected so that it can be

44The full contents of the JSON representation were too verbose to include and generally not helpful.
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run. Figure 3.3.3 shows the further translation of the first two steps in the original protocol from

protc/ur into RDF Turtle. The top section is a helper representation to make it easier to see

the equivalence to the first two steps of the protc/ur representation, and the bottom section is

the actual representation of the same two steps as it is would be loaded into the SPARC Knowl-

edge Graph and contains the original annotation ids from Hypothes.is to make it easier to track

provenance and debug any issues with the transformation.

Domain specific languages can assist the user in producing correctly formed statements

by providing immediate feedback if something goes wrong. Figure 3.14 shows how protc/ur is

able to provide detailed error messages that can direct a user to the exact location of the problem

when its syntax is violated45. As indicated in Figure 3.2, these error messages have been used

in the curation workflow to identify and correct malformed annotation structure that would oth-

erwise be difficult if not impossible to catch. These corrections can be seen in the Hypothes.is

annotations from the sparc-curation group exported to release*/data/annotations.json

contained in the zenodo release of the SKG [30].

Language ecosystem

The rest of the results presented here are the product of a combination of protc/ur and

the larger system for curation and knowledge management surrounding it. Figure 3.2 provides

an overview of the larger system around protc/ur and how the system interacts with human

curation workflows. While protc/ur can be written by hand, the overwhelming majority of all

protc/ur is automatically generated as and output of the protcur pipelines. The flow starts with

a protocol. That protocol is curated by a human who applies the protcur curation workflow to

create Hypothes.is annotations. Those annotations are then transformed by the protcur pipelines

into two representations, protcur.rkt and protcur.ttl46. In the left branch in Figure 3.2,

45This functionality is implemented using Racket’s syntax/parse library [17, 25, 98].
46This figure has been simplified multiple times to make it easier to understand. Therefore it omits certain imple-

mentation details such as that protcur.ttl is not produced by the protcur python library alone, but is produced
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protcur.rkt is a file that contains expressions in protc/ur that are evaluated by Racket to

validate their structure and contents. If issues are detected when running protcur.rkt the flow

loops back to curation and changes are made to the source annotations using the set of tags for

non-destructive editing discussed in Methods. In the right branch protcur.ttl is loaded as part

of the SPARC Knowledge Graph into an RDF triple store so that it can be queried (See Methods).

Queries and query results

Beyond the basic structure of the language and its ability to assist users when writing pro-

tocols, protc/ur is also able to capture information from natural language protocols so that that

information can be incorporated into larger integrated data stores and used, among other things,

for search. Practically, we expect that search queries will be written by knowledge engineers

for the foreseeable future, and as such do not expect curators or experimentalists to interact with

queries directly. We use competency queries to assess the capabilities of both protc/ur and

the system as a whole. We explicate and show the results of two sample queries here. More

examples can be found in the sparc-curation repository queries documentation35.

Table 3.2 shows the results of the query defined in Figure 3.15 for searching protocols

by objective magnification. The caption of the table contains an articulation of the query in plain

English.

The query in Figure 3.15 shows how we use SPARQL to traverse the nested structure

of protc/ur as it is represented in RDF via the ?ast_ prefixed variables that are equivalent to

the parentheses in the protc/ur structure and to the hyp-protcur: identifiers seen in Figure

3.3.3. Going from top to bottom the query shows how we leverage the the protc/ur structure to

connect to and filter on the aspects, species, and anatomical regions in the protocol, and finally

how we connect any matching protocols to datasets.

by running code in the sparcur Python library (https://github.com/SciCrunch/sparcur) that calls protcur
code internally.
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The results in Table 3.2 show that the query returns four distinct datasets associated with

three protocols, the species the protocols were performed on include rats and mice, the regions

include the inferior vagus X ganglion (aka the nodose ganglion) and the vagus nerve, and the

values for magnification include 20, 40, and 63 fold objectives.

Tables 3.3 and 3.4 show results of a query defined in Figure 3.16 for searching protocols

by species, drug, and dose. Table 3.3 is a subset of Table 3.4 and the caption of Table 3.3 contains

an articulation of the query in plain English.

The basic structure of the query in Figure 3.16 is similar to the magnification query and

connects to datasets and uses ?ast_ variables in the same way. Going from top to bottom the

query first connects and filters on the units for the value of an invariant (specifying mg/kg), next

it connects but does not yet filter the value for the upper limit of mg/kg so that it can be filled

in later, after that it ensures that the mg/kg in question is linked to the specific drug specified in

the query and not some other drug (since there are often multiple drugs and multiple doses listed

in a protocol), and finally it connects to but does not yet filter the values for the drug and the

species so that they can be filled in later. As such, the query can be called as a function with

three arguments named species-mg/kg. The two arguments for species and drug are the same

for both results tables, but the third for the upper limit of mg/kg is 100 for Table 3.3 and 1000

for Table 3.4.

The results in Table 3.4 also include the results in Table 3.3 and show that the query

returns eight distinct datasets associated with six protocols and three distinct values for mg/kg

with 2 less than 100, and 1 less than 1000. The drug is shown for reference as it was provided as

an argument to the query (as was species though it is not included in the results for brevity). The

results for both queries behave as expected in respecting the limit on mg/kg as demonstrated by

the absence of the results for values greater than 100 in the first case despite their presence in the

second.
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Protocol curation corpus

In addition to the numbers provided for the protocol curation corpus shown in Figure 3.5

(See Methods), there are additional counts for various subsets of protocols found by querying the

SPARC Knowledge Graph. As of the 2023-08-04 data release, from a total of 308 protocols

263 are from protocols.io. Of those protocols from protocols.io 157 have at least one protc:

annotation. Of those protocols with at least one protc: annotation we have deeply annotated

100, of which 77 are published and have a resolvable persistent digital object identifier (DOI).

Curation coverage

One way to assess the expressiveness and completeness of the protc/ur language, and

to assess the effectiveness of our curation workflows is to measure the amount of text that is

covered by annotations that are then converted to protc/ur. In short, coverage is effectively

calculated as the ratio of the number of normalized text tokens in annotated text to the number

of normalized text tokens in the whole text (See Methods for a details).

Figure 3.7 is a histogram of curation coverage for the 97 protocols in the corpus. The x

axis shows curation coverage and the y axis shows the number protocols with coverage falling

in the domain of that bin. For the 97 protocols, curation coverage summary statistics are mean

0.6182, median 0.6753, minimum 0.03, and maximum 0.93. The distribution is skewed to the

right. The histogram shows that for 27 of 97 protocols, protc/ur annotations cover more than

75% of tokens, and that there are 25 protocols that fall below 50% coverage.

A direct examination of the 25 protocols with coverage less than 0.5 shows that such

cases are nearly always due to the protocol containing a section that we explicitly excluded from

the curation workflows, such as the description of analysis or image processing, or include ver-

bose HTML elements such as equipment metadata. In a handful of cases it is due to a short

protocol with incomplete annotation. Further, direct examination of the remnants for protocols
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with coverage greater than 0.5 shows that there are few if any major sections of the experimental

process that are not captured. Links to the remnant reports are listed the Methods in Data and

code availability.

Curation depth

Figure 3.8 shows a coverage histogram similar to Figure 3.7 except that it excludes proto-

cols with zero or near zero curation depth, where near zero is defined as curation depth less than

0.1 (see Figure 3.9). Thresholding on depth removes 10 protocols from the original corpus47.

For the 87 protocols remaining, curation coverage summary statistics are mean 0.6477, median

0.6895, minimum 0.03, and maximum 0.93. The distribution is skewed to the right with a mean

and median curation coverage being slightly higher that the full corpus, but with the minimum

and maximum remaining unchanged.

Curation coverage vs depth

Figure 3.9 shows a scatter plot of curation coverage on the x axis vs curation depth on

the y axis. Blue dots are protocols above the depth threshold of 0.1 for zero or near zero and

orange dots are below threshold. An examination of the near zero depth cases shows that the

majority are the result of the curator only tagging a protocol without linking them by pasting

share links47. The correlation between curation coverage and curation depth for protocols above

the depth threshold is 0.58.

47An examination of these protocols shows that the majority are cases where tagging and linking were split into

two phases and the linking phase was never started. (defvar orange-zero-depth '(19255 26687 26737
27863 30948 31001 31076 31077 31143 31158))
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Curation efficiency

Figure 3.6 provides an overview of the timeline of protocol curation events for the dif-

ferent workflows. The x axis is time. The bottom of the figure shows the time span over which

the workflows ran from 2019-01-22 until 2021-06-18. The top of the figure indicates the general

period for each of the three workflows protc:, sparc:, and page notes (See Methods for a

detailed description.). The y axis is divided into 7 classes based the intersection between the

workflow and page notes, annotations, and replies. From top to bottom the categories are page

notes, sparc: replies, sparc: annotations, protc: replies, protc: annotations,

other replies and other annotations. For each category the color on the left indicates

creation events for that type of annotation in that workflow, and the color on the right indicates

update events to existing annotations of that type for that workflow.

Figure 3.10 is a histogram of all event durations for curation events with duration under

300 seconds (See Methods for a description of how event duration is calculated.). The x axis is

event duration in seconds and the y axis is the number of events falling in the domain of that bin.

The first bin on the left is mostly events that took well under 1 second and are discarded because

they are updates that were made by machine and not the human curator. The final bin on the

right includes all events with duration greater than or equal to 300 second, this was done because

the tail of the distribution stretches over many orders of magnitude. Events from this histogram

were used to estimate maxdt as described in the methods.

Figure 3.11 shows curation efficiency calculated as seconds per tag or text for a variety of

assumptions about maxdt for all three curation workflows. The x axis of the figure shows maxdt

(event duration cutoff) in minutes. The y axis shows the average number of seconds that it takes

for a curator to create a tag or add text to an annotation. Each of the three workflows is show under

two conditions, one with other annotations included an one with them excluded (See Methods).

For both protcur and sparc workflows the inclusion of other annotations did not have a large

impact on efficiency; however, for the page notes workflow it does. For an explanation for why
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this might be the case see the discussion in methods about censorship. The time scale for the

figure was select to show the values for maxdt where protcur becomes more efficient than the

other workflows. These crossing points happen a around 1.1 minutes against sparc:, 3.8 minutes

for the page notes other, and 8.8 minutes for page notes base. These correspond to approximately

16, 31, or 40 seconds per tag or text respectively. Based on our estimates for a realistic values

for maxdt (See Methods) the actual maxdt likely falls somewhere between the first and second

of these time points.

3.4 Discussion

In summary, we have presented here protc/ur, a domain-specific language for scien-

tific protocols and the ecosystem surrounding it. It is a production ready software system that

can convert the output of human curation into structured data that can be checked for structural

correctness and queried to find protocols and associated datasets.

Language structure

The ability to combine a small number of core elements to express the essence of a com-

plex process was a key design objective of protc/ur. Our results in figures 3.13 and 3.3 show

it achieves this use case.

Language assistance

The ability to assist users in writing and validating a protocol was one of our original use

cases. The example of the parse-failure construct in figures 3.3.2 and 3.12 and the example

error message in Figure 3.14 show two ways that we meet this use case.
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Query results

Taken together, the query results in tables 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 demonstrate that the system

outlined in Figure 3.2 is fully functional. With regard to protc/ur, they show that it is able

to connect precise quantitative information from protocols to datasets. The queries also include

simpler sub-queries on species, chemicals, and anatomical regions, and aspects. This shows that

the larger system surrounding protc/ur is able to meet the use case for finding data produced by

protocols that match specific criteria. Further, the results of the species-mg/kg queries show

that protc/ur can enable queries on ranges of quantitative values across multiple protocols, and

that protc/ur provides sufficient structure to distinguish between bindings of the same aspect to

different inputs. Quantitative range queries and binding disambiguation cannot be easily accom-

plished by simple tagging of protocols nor by traditional full text search over natural language

protocols.

There is also an open question as to whether formal protocols can actually be used to

automatically generate metadata for datasets. These query results show that this is possible, and

that such metadata could be used to find relevant protocols and data across a large corpus. In this

sense, despite the seeming mundanity of the queries we present, they demonstrate the potential

that formal protocols offer with respect to reducing the need to record parameters manually.

Further, if the majority of the parameters are already in a versioned protocol, then only the subset

that are not known ahead of time need be recorded, potentially freeing researchers to focus on

other aspects of an experiment. Further, this is not to say that these queries were at all mundane!

The ability to quickly get a quantitative answer to the question ”what doses of this anaesthetic are

given to rats” with supporting evidence and context in the form of protocols and datasets would

be quite valuable, and currently is not easy to accomplish. While protc/ur can’t do that at scale

for us right now, these results do show a way forward for building a system that could.
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Domain model

By combining our analysis of curation coverage and curation depth we can draw strong

conclusions about the completeness of our domain model. The key question we need to answer

is whether incomplete coverage is due to the domain model being incomplete or is due to some

other reason.

While high curation depth cannot imply that curation is complete because curation depth

is only defined over the annotated text and as such is independent of curation coverage48, low

curation depth is by definition incomplete curation. This means that seeing both low curation

coverage and low curation depth together for a protocol is a strong sign that curation is incom-

plete49.

Since observing both low curation coverage and low curation depth on the same protocol

indicates that curation is incomplete, the correlation we observe in Figure 3.9 is highly suggestive

that the low coverage we see is not due to a failure of the domain model to capture elements

of protocols, but rather due to incomplete curation. This, taken together with the fact that our

examination of the remnants failed to find any obvious categories that were missing in the domain

model, suggests that our domain model for protc/ur is effective at capturing the domain.

Even so, it might still be the case that the reason why certain protocols have low coverage

is that they contain stretches of text that are not currently captured by the domain model. If

this were the case we would expect to see evidence of this as protocols with low coverage and

high depth. Noting that there are alternate explanations for why this might be the case49, there

are a number of candidates with high depth to coverage ratio that are worth investigating. On

48i.e., that it is possible to have curation depth of 1 and coverage of 0.01.
49The assumption here is that in current curation processes, annotating and tagging text tends to lead copying

and pasting of shared links in time. Although there are some variants of the current curation workflow that could

legitimately decouple depth and coverage, such as a curator always completing an entire loop of constraint, aspect,

participant before moving on to the next, or a curator splitting the workflow into two separate phases of tagging and

linking. While most of the time it seems that these do not happen and that the process falls somewhere between the

two extremes, the majority of the protocols that were filtered due to having low or zero depth were the result of the

second case where the curator split curation into two phases but never started the second phase47.
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examination if all cases where the ratio of depth to coverage was greater than 1.3 we found that

they were either clearly incompletely curated, or contained sections that have been explicitly

excluded from the domain model 50.

With more confidence that low coverage is likely due to incomplete curation, a key con-

clusion from the coverage results is that we have successfully applied protc/ur to cover up to

93% of all normalized text tokens in a protocol and more than two thirds of all tokens in half

of the papers we have curated. These findings support protc/ur as sufficiently expressive to

represent experimental protocols51. In addition, the tools that have been developed to measure

coverage and depth can help target the existing curation process to finish incomplete protocols.

The correlation between curation and depth will also be discussed below in the context of the

practicality of the protcur curation pipelines.

Curation efficiency

A key conclusion for curation efficiency from Figure 3.11 is that, based on our estimates

for maxdt, realistic values fall somewhere between 1.1 and 3.8 minutes, the values for maxdt at

which the protcur curation workflow becomes more efficient than the sparc workflow and the

page notes other workflow. Over this range, the protcur workflow is somewhere between

1 and 1.5 times as efficient at annotating and tagging as the sparc workflow, and somewhere

between 0.5 and 1 times as efficient as the page notes workflow. If we take a value for maxdt

around half way between the two of 2 or 2.5 minutes the relative efficiency is about .75 that of

the page notes and 1.25 that of the sparc.

While the page notes workflow is more efficient in principle, the problem with the pages

notes workflow is that it achieves this by giving up the ability to validate coverage and com-

50(defvar high-dc-rat '(18595 18994 19139 19174 19206 19401 19798 34589)) This suggests

that there might be a need for a 3rd metric in addition to coverage and depth that is capable of identifying low

coverage cases that have not annotated known elements in the domain model. The obvious starting point would be

numbers.
51With the previously noted exclusion of analysis and related sections.
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pleteness in ways that can be automated. As a result the page notes workflow and the protcur

workflow could be complementary with page notes providing speed for high level information

and protcur filling in the detailed information in a way that can be automatically validated and

that ultimately makes it possible to validate the results of the page notes workflow.

An important conclusion from the curation efficiency results is that our concerns about

the mechanical complexity of the protcur workflow are largely unfounded. In fact, looking at

the results in Figure 3.10 there are over 6000 curation events with duration less than 12 seconds.

While there are certainly opportunities to improve the UI for the workflow to improve the overall

curation experience and reduce errors, it is not necessary to do so purely to resolve the issues with

the mechanical complexity of the process.

Curation pipelines

There has been an outstanding question about whether applying the protcur curation

workflow to protocols is practical. Looking at results for coverage, depth, and efficiency the

answer is clearly yes. From the results we see that it is possible for a curator to learn to apply

protc/ur to protocols and to use it to achieve almost complete coverage of the scientific con-

tent of a protocol. The efficiency of the protcur workflow falls somewhere between the two

alternate workflows while providing substantial additional benefits with regard to verifiability.

Furthermore, the new tools developed to assess protc/ur as a language and protcur as a cu-

ration workflow have turned out to be quite useful for improving our ability to introspect the

workflow and identify protocols where curation is incomplete. In a sense this might be a kind of

meta-assistance provided to curators by the system as a whole.
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Future directions

While protc/ur has met its original use cases and design goals (though not the larger

goals of protc), as a result of narrowing the use case to focus on curating protocols there are a

number of opportunities for protc/ur. Thus there are new features that we wish to implement

and there are known issues with the current design.

The most important among the additional features are logical and practical sequencing,

aka a dependency graph, and linear scheduling for a single executor (or any number of executors).

These were not critical elements for the protocol curation, metadata, and search and discovery

use cases. They are however critical for the acquisition automation and followable protocol use

cases. Sequencing of steps and actions was also not a critical part of the domain model, in part

because most natural language protocols are written in an imperative linear style and any higher

order temporal structure is latent and must be inferred from the linear steps. There is also the

matter of temporal constraints on scheduling that was also a late development for PSL [85], but

is nonetheless of critical importance for many protocols in the life sciences where procedures

must be carried out within certain time constraints due to the nature of living systems and the

difficulty of keeping them in a consistent state on which to make measurements.

On the more technical side, one issue with the current version of protc/ur is that the

position of inputs and aspects in the abstract syntax tree is inverted. protc/ur was designed to

assist in human curation, and one compromise in the design was to keep the mechanical annota-

tion workflow as simple as possible. As a result, the order in which annotations are made is from

child to parent. The deepest nodes (invpar) are created first, their share link copied, and then the

next level is annotated and the share link pasted. Thus the parent holds the pointer to the child (re-

versing the creation order). As a result of trying to maintain a single parent hierarchy to simplify

curation, aspects in protc/ur are effectively forced to accept only a single argument since they

can only be associated with a single parent. This is a problem because measurements as simple

as distance require a reference to two things, either two inputs, or two black box components on
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the same input.

The current system thus needs to be updated to account for this, and ideally to allow

for aspects that are multi-arity or variadic, or rather that the aspect function itself needs to be

able to account for the arity of the particular aspect, ideally without having to have it specified

ahead of time. protc/ur is not intended to contain exhaustive definitions for all aspects that one

might ever encounter. In the core language it would be possible to define a new aspect before

it is used, but in protc/ur, the definition must be generated from the contents of the annotations,

while still ensuring that we can detect incorrect cases where multiple values have been pasted in.

Such improvements would require a significantly improved and streamlined annotation client, or

perhaps the addition of protc:aspect-1 protc:aspect-2 tags to make the arity explicit. This

approach would allow us to continue to have protc:aspect nested under protc:input etc. as it

is now, while making it possible to check and enforce that protc:aspect-2 to protc:aspect-n

should in fact be the parent of protc:input.

One of the things that we plan to implement in the next iteration of protc/ur is an ex-

tension to differentiate types of inputs. This is because we have found that we do not have quite

enough information from input alone to accurately dispatch to various auto-completion services.

For example, we would like to know that a suture is a tool or reagent, and not an anatomical

entity where two bones fuse. The proposed additional categories fall roughly along the types

differentiated in Figure 3.4, tools, reagents, and primary participants. That said, as seen in the

suture example, the line between tool and reagent is not entirely clear. We might leverage our

other work modeling the types of transitions that participants/inputs/outputs can undergo when

they participate in a process52, which would suggest names like input-consume and input-

wear to indicate things like reagents that are consumed entirely or modified beyond recognition

or usefulness, and inputs that survive the process with only normal wear and tear and can be

used repeatedly until at some point the wear and tear accumulates and they must be maintained,

52See the test for #lang protio https://github.com/tgbugs/protc/blob/master/protc-tools-lib/
protio/test.rkt.
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repaired, or replaced.

The complexity in the account above is one of the reasons we have deferred making this

distinction and might add only undifferentiated tool and an orthogonal consumed tag that could

be used if and when it is needed, since differentiating tool aka secondary-participant from

primary-participant is often sufficient to resolve the dispatch issues mentioned. That said, a

pilot of this has already been conducted since sparc:Reagent and sparc:Tool tags were both

used extensively as part of the sparc curation workflow.

Another challenge we see in leveraging protocols to supply experimental metadata is

the need for affordances to help surface high level experimental design that can otherwise be

hard to spot a midst the equally critical but often copiously detailed information in a protocol.

There might be 20 different parameters that have to be done just-so, and only one or two that are

intentionally varied in order to answer the specific question the experiment is trying to address.

Potential ways to address this challenge include adding an element to the domain model that

could be used to indicate aspects of the experimental design, or by making it possible to import

core protocols parameterized for the current context into a protocols dedicated to the description

of the high level experimental design.

As mentioned in methods, we currently exclude analysis and software steps, but there are

cases where the description of how to operate a piece of software was followed by a scientist to

acquire data. In those case we definitely want to capture that information. One way we could

handle that is by treating those as explicit operator instructions. In fact, one part of the protc

domain model which is not currently included in protc/ur is the that the meaning of a step of

a protocol can be explicitly delegated to the executor performing the protocol. In such cases

text could be tagged with something along the lines of delegated-instructions. The risk of

this approach is that, technically, everything in a protocol could be tagged as such and critical

information would not be extracted as a result.

Beyond technical issues and desires for future implementation there are additional re-
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flections from developing protc/ur. One thing that is striking when reviewing the literature

and reflecting on the development of protc/ur is that a number of projects (including the first

iteration of our own) missed the importance of aspects in their domain models. This oversight is

all the more unfortunate as the notion of aspect as it is used here has the same origin as dimen-

sional analysis53 and is fundamental to the practice of modern science [72, 18]. Missing aspects

from the domain model can also have the unfortunate side effect of making the domain model

significantly more complex. For example aspects are critical for capturing elements of a protocol

such as ”anaesthesia” or ”anaesthetic administration” that are extremely complex processes that

seem to require deep modeling, but are in fact trivially handled as arbitrary boolean measures

of the behavior of a system. How do you know whether your mouse is anaesthetized? Well it

either is or it isn’t but how do we tell? We pinch its toe to see if its reflex arcs are still active

(i.e., that it doesn’t jerk in response). If it jerks it is not anaesthetized, and if it doesn’t jerk, it is

anaesthetized. There are many other arbitrary aspects of complex systems that can be abstracted

away as a boolean measure54 for the purposes of the protocol.

The future of formal protocols in the life sciences is of considerable interest to those in

the design domain, and the vision of a fully instrumented lab is as enticing now as the idea of a

fully instrumented corporate office was in the 70s [69, 19, 56]55.

It is also conceivable that a more formal and rigorous approach to documenting method-

ology might also help damp the long smoldering reproducibility crisis affecting the life sciences

[46, 48, 15, 3]. Regardless of the actual underlying causes for issues with reproducibility, better

tools that make scientists lives easier could go a long way toward making it easier to do the right

thing when it comes to data management and data sharing.

53James Clerk Maxwell
54and a sub-protocol if we are being complete
55Though perhaps the funding to make it so for labs is not quite as substantial as for the office.
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3.5 Tables, Figures, and Listings

Table 3.1: Core elements input and output: physical inputs an outputs of processes e.g.

mouse, forceps, etc. aspect: abstract dimensions independent of units, e.g. count, density, dis-

tance, etc. parameter*: fully factored concrete values, can be actualized directly e.g. grams.

invariant: partially factored values, need additional info to actualize e.g. mol/l. Extended

elements executor-verb: verbs where the subject is the person performing the protocol.

objective*: applied inconsistently, generally covers high level invariants lacking concrete

values or telos the end for which a thing is done. black-box-component: parts of inputs
or outputs that are not physically separate e.g. named anatomical locations, injection sites,

landmarks, etc. symbolic-input: digital equivalent of inputwhen a process symbolic, com-

putational, or digital, e.g. the symbolic-input to analysis. *measure: explicit statements that

one or more values are measured.

core elements count

input 6180

output 98

aspect 5123

parameter* 3291

invariant 2775

extended elements count

executor-verb 4567

objective* 726

black-box-component 876

symbolic-input 379

*measure 75

Table 3.2: The results of the SPARQL query from listing 3.15 expressed in english as Showme

{datasets} generated by a {protocol} that involved {magnification} and {nerves}
or {ganglia}. Include {species}, {region}, {value}, and {units}. This is an exam-

ple of the kind of query that protc/ur can answer in combination with the larger SPARC

Knowledge Graph. First is a free text version of the query that we want to perform before it is

translated (by a human) into SPARQL (the full text of the SPARQL query is in the appendix).

Entities that correspond to variables in the query are surrounded by {}. In this version of the

query magnification, nerves, and ganglia directly and must be translated to their respec-

tive ontology identifiers. The query is run by calling magnification-tax-reg-val and all

results are shown. The results show that protc/ur makes it possible to find protocols and

datasets based on aspects that were measured as part of the protocol. As we will see in the next

query example, the additional columns hint at the ability to further refine query results based

on additional criteria, such as species, region, or even by the quantitative value of a parameter.

Datasets and protocols are links also in Table 3.5.

dataset protocol species region val unit

d484110a-… 22831 Rattus norvegicus inferior vagus X ganglion 40 fold

d484110a-… 22831 Rattus norvegicus inferior vagus X ganglion 63 fold

e4bfb720-… 22831 Rattus norvegicus inferior vagus X ganglion 40 fold

e4bfb720-… 22831 Rattus norvegicus inferior vagus X ganglion 63 fold

6fa2666c-… 19131 Rattus norvegicus vagus nerve 20 fold

ff6eb067-… 19143 Mus musculus vagus nerve 20 fold
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Table 3.3: The results of the SPARQL query from Figure 3.16 expressed in english as Showme

{datasets} generated by a {protocol} where a {rat} was given less than {100} mg/kg
of {ketamine}. This is an example of the kind of query that protc/ur can answer. The orga-

nization and notation are the same as in the previous query example. In this version of the query

rat and ketamine cannot be used directly and must be translated to their respective ontology

identifiers NCBITaxon:10116 and CHEBI:6121. The query is run by calling species-mg/kg
and the results are shown for 100 mg/kg, and 1000 mg/kg. The results show that protc/ur
makes it possible to find protocols and datasets that match both simple queries such as ”show

me protocols that involve a rat” or ”show me protocols that involve ketamine” as well as more

complex queries such as ”show me protocols where the value of a parameter about a particular

type of subject satisfies certain restrictions.” Datasets and protocols are links also in Table 3.5.

dataset protocol drug value_lt

dataset:378d07cf-4b8b-49e8-a069-e96810e68b57 pio.api:19640 ketamine 55

dataset:fd07322c-ac30-488f-a6db-f5ff52c69e1b pio.api:20256 ketamine 55

dataset:3a7ccb46-4320-4409-b359-7f4a7027bb9c pio.api:23160 ketamine 80

dataset:abd1da38-dbb7-46a7-96ef-58ce33c0ebd9 pio.api:23160 ketamine 80

Table 3.4: Results for the same query (fig 3.16) that generated Table 3.3 but with {1000}
mg/kg. Datasets and protocols are links also in Table 3.5.

dataset protocol drug value_lt

dataset:378d07cf-4b8b-49e8-a069-e96810e68b57 pio.api:19640 ketamine 55

dataset:fd07322c-ac30-488f-a6db-f5ff52c69e1b pio.api:20256 ketamine 55

dataset:3a7ccb46-4320-4409-b359-7f4a7027bb9c pio.api:23160 ketamine 80

dataset:abd1da38-dbb7-46a7-96ef-58ce33c0ebd9 pio.api:23160 ketamine 80

dataset:e4bfb720-a367-42ab-92dd-31fd7eefb82e pio.api:22831 ketamine 275

dataset:f58c75a2-7d86-439a-8883-e9a4ee33d7fa pio.api:22832 ketamine 275

dataset:bc4071fd-aba1-4fe5-a59e-3da5affbc5fb pio.api:22833 ketamine 275

dataset:d484110a-e6e3-4574-aab2-418703c978e2 pio.api:22831 ketamine 275

Table 3.5: Links to published SPARC datasets and protocols that appear in query results.

published dataset dsid protocols.io view html

http://sparc.science/datasets/10 d484 http://protocols.io/view/22831
http://sparc.science/datasets/11 e4bf http://protocols.io/view/22831
http://sparc.science/datasets/12 f58c http://protocols.io/view/22832
http://sparc.science/datasets/123 bc40 http://protocols.io/view/22833
http://sparc.science/datasets/16 6fa2 http://protocols.io/view/19131
http://sparc.science/datasets/20 378d http://protocols.io/view/19640
http://sparc.science/datasets/21 fd07 http://protocols.io/view/20256
Not yet published, private protocol 3a7c http://protocols.io/view/23160
Not yet published, private protocol abd1 http://protocols.io/view/23160
Not yet published, private protocol ff6e http://protocols.io/view/19143
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Table 3.6: Links to protocols.io HTML view of shared protocols curated and analyzed as part

of this study.

http://protocols.io/view/19135.html http://protocols.io/view/22900.html
http://protocols.io/view/19131.html http://protocols.io/view/22977.html
http://protocols.io/view/19295.html http://protocols.io/view/22953.html
http://protocols.io/view/19269.html http://protocols.io/view/22844.html
http://protocols.io/view/19271.html http://protocols.io/view/22868.html
http://protocols.io/view/19270.html http://protocols.io/view/22948.html
http://protocols.io/view/19153.html http://protocols.io/view/24077.html
http://protocols.io/view/19134.html http://protocols.io/view/19227.html
http://protocols.io/view/19354.html http://protocols.io/view/20254.html
http://protocols.io/view/19355.html http://protocols.io/view/25122.html
http://protocols.io/view/18539.html http://protocols.io/view/25121.html
http://protocols.io/view/18595.html http://protocols.io/view/20256.html
http://protocols.io/view/18578.html http://protocols.io/view/25230.html
http://protocols.io/view/19283.html http://protocols.io/view/19107.html
http://protocols.io/view/19401.html http://protocols.io/view/22894.html
http://protocols.io/view/18769.html http://protocols.io/view/22875.html
http://protocols.io/view/18925.html http://protocols.io/view/22863.html
http://protocols.io/view/18994.html http://protocols.io/view/22895.html
http://protocols.io/view/19220.html http://protocols.io/view/22888.html
http://protocols.io/view/19364.html http://protocols.io/view/22890.html
http://protocols.io/view/19346.html http://protocols.io/view/22889.html
http://protocols.io/view/18394.html http://protocols.io/view/22891.html
http://protocols.io/view/19174.html http://protocols.io/view/22887.html
http://protocols.io/view/19262.html http://protocols.io/view/26887.html
http://protocols.io/view/19266.html http://protocols.io/view/26886.html
http://protocols.io/view/19253.html http://protocols.io/view/26841.html
http://protocols.io/view/19342.html http://protocols.io/view/26704.html
http://protocols.io/view/19576.html http://protocols.io/view/26709.html
http://protocols.io/view/20025.html http://protocols.io/view/26687.html
http://protocols.io/view/20306.html http://protocols.io/view/26737.html
http://protocols.io/view/19927.html http://protocols.io/view/26688.html
http://protocols.io/view/19640.html http://protocols.io/view/29396.html
http://protocols.io/view/19139.html http://protocols.io/view/19255.html
http://protocols.io/view/19798.html http://protocols.io/view/31001.html
http://protocols.io/view/19095.html http://protocols.io/view/31076.html
http://protocols.io/view/19206.html http://protocols.io/view/31077.html
http://protocols.io/view/21193.html http://protocols.io/view/31143.html
http://protocols.io/view/21417.html http://protocols.io/view/30948.html
http://protocols.io/view/22833.html http://protocols.io/view/31158.html
http://protocols.io/view/22831.html http://protocols.io/view/34589.html
http://protocols.io/view/22832.html
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Table 3.7: Links to protocols curated and analyzed as part of this study that have not been

shared publicly.

http://protocols.io/view/19341.html
http://protocols.io/view/19088.html
http://protocols.io/view/19127.html
http://protocols.io/view/18947.html
http://protocols.io/view/19143.html
http://protocols.io/view/18417.html
http://protocols.io/view/23160.html
http://protocols.io/view/24481.html
http://protocols.io/view/25090.html
http://protocols.io/view/25880.html
http://protocols.io/view/25917.html
http://protocols.io/view/26301.html
http://protocols.io/view/25923.html
http://protocols.io/view/25817.html
http://protocols.io/view/28180.html
http://protocols.io/view/27863.html
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protcur.rkt

protc/ur query

protocol

human-curation

validate

annotations

python protcur

protcur.ttl

Figure 3.2: An overview of the parts of the protcur system showing the flow from a raw pro-

tocol (e.g. on protocols.io) to checkable and queryable outputs. Starting from an HTML or

pdf protocol, human-curation produces Hypothes.is web annotations that are anchored to the

original document. In python protcur, hyputils retrieves annotations from the Hypothes.is

API as JSON, pysercomb and protcur create protcur.rkt and along with sparcur create

protcur.ttl (protcur.ttl includes additional alignment and normalization). On the left

protcur.rkt is checked for correctness by the Racket implementation of protc/ur. Errors

are corrected by updating the human curation using a set of tags for non-destructive editing.

On the right protcur.ttl is loaded along with SPARC datasets and ontologies into the RDF

representation of the SPARC Knowledge Graph and interrogated using the SPARQL query lan-

guage. It is possible to parse protc/ur back into python and export to rdf. In fact the python

protc/ur parser runs internally on the same representation that is exported to protcur.rkt
but in practice our pipelines don’t parse protcur.rkt into protcur.ttl, we go straight from

the annotations to both .rkt and .ttl.
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all protocols 308

SPARC datasets

protocols.io group

protocols.io SPARC 263

hypothes.is sparc-curation

annotated -200
annos = 28604

protcur -115
annos = 24828

protocols.io 115
annos = 23592

protocols.io + internet @ large

final* 97
annos = 23502
sparql = ~1.5e4

*final further filtering
no int id html
no content e.g. only cite
no annos only page notes
giant 5x next longest
no protc annos
protc/sparc anno ratio < 1

protcur and simple
 

workflows

protcur
 

workflow

Figure 3.5: A diagram of the filtering process to select the protocols and annotations that are

included for analysis.

page notes

sparc: replies

sparc: annotations

protc: replies

protc: annotations

other replies

other annotations

2019-01-22 2021-06-18Time

sparc:protc: page notes

Figure 3.6: Timeline of protocol curation events for the protc: sparc: and page notes
workflows.
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Figure 3.7: A histogram of curation coverage for the 97 protocols in the corpus with a mean

curation coverage of 0.6182 and a median of 0.6753.
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Figure 3.8: A histogram of curation coverage as in Figure 3.7 except that the protocols have

been filtered to exclude protocol with curation depth < 0.1. As a result of filtering there are 87

protocols with a mean curation coverage of 0.6477 and a median of 0.6895.
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Figure 3.9: A scatter plot of curation depth vs curation coverage. The correlation coefficient

for the blue (depth > 0.1) subset is approximately 0.58.
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Figure 3.10: Histogram of event durations for all curation events below 300 seconds. Durations

over 300 seconds are grouped into the last bin.
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Figure 3.11: Efficiency for three different curation workflows under different assumptions

about the maximum time working on a protocol without making an annotation. The x axis is

the maximum minutes between consecutive curation events before the gap is considered to be

a period where no curation occurred (see appendix). The y axis is the average seconds per

annotation tag or text (there can be multiple tags/text per annotation, especially on page notes).

In the legend base vs other indicates the events used to calculate time per event. Base includes

only events where tags match the curation process. Other includes all events.
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(executor-verb "Anesthetize"
(input "isoflurane"
(implied-aspect "percent volume"

(invariant (quantity (expr (range 1 3)) (unit 'percent)))))
(input "mouse")
(input "nose cone"))

(executor-verb "Place"
(input "heating pad")
(input "mouse" (aspect "supine")))

(executor-verb "Make"
(black-box-component "cervical region")
(black-box-component "incision"

(implied-aspect "length"
(parameter* (quantity (expr (range 1 1.5))

(unit 'meters 'centi)))))
(implied-aspect "length"
(parameter* (quantity (expr (range 2 3)) (unit 'meters 'milli))))

(implied-aspect "location"
(parse-failure #:node-type 'invariant

#:failed-input "lateral to midline"))
(implied-aspect "location"
(parse-failure #:node-type 'invariant #:failed-input "left side")))

(executor-verb "separate"
(black-box-component "carotid artery")

(black-box-component "left cervical vagus nerve"))
(executor-verb "Clamp"

(black-box-component "mouse paw")
(input-instance "MouseOx sensor")
(objective* "for vitals measurement"))

(executor-verb "Affix"
(input "GRIN lens"
(implied-aspect "dimensions"

(parameter*
(dimensions (quantity 1 (unit 'meters 'milli))

(quantity 9 (unit 'meters 'milli))))))
(input "cuff")

(input "super glue"))

Figure 3.12: A simplified protc/ur representation of one section of a SPARC protocol a

ahttps://www.protocols.io/view/19143.html
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(output "DIO mouse"
(aspect "type identifier" (invariant "JAX:380050"))
(aspect "mass" (parameter* (quantity 52 (unit 'grams))))
(input "mouse"
(aspect "age" (parameter* (quantity 6 (unit 'weeks)))))

(input "mouse diet"
(aspect "ad libitum" (parameter* (bool #t)))
(aspect "type identifier" (invariant "D12492"))))

Figure 3.13: A protocol specifying the basic inputs, aspects, and parameters/invariants that

define a diet induced obesity mouse.

(protc:aspect "count"
(protc:input "mouse"
(protc:parameter* (param:quantity 10))))

;/tmp/protocol:3:0: protc:aspect: expected one of these identifiers:
`aspect', `parameter*', `invariant', `vary', `TODO',
`circular-link', `*measure', or `param:parse-failure'

↪→

↪→

; at: protc:input
; in: (protc:aspect "count" (protc:input "mouse" (protc:parameter*

(param:quantity 10))))↪→

; location...:
; /tmp/protocol:4:3

; context...: ...

(protc:input "mouse"
(protc:aspect "count"
(protc:parameter* (param:quantity 10))))

Figure 3.14: This is an example of how protc/ur can assist in the creation and curation

of protocols. The first code example shows an incorrect statement where protc:aspect and

protc:input are inverted. This happens in the current curation process e.g. because a cu-

rator pastes a link to the wrong annotation. The second box shows the error produced when

running the first code example. When processed by protc/ur it produces an error because it

violates the syntactic constraints of the protc/ur language. The location of the error, the set

of expected values, and the incorrect value that was provided are indicated in the error. This

information is usually sufficient for a trained user to identify and correct the underlying issue

in the human curation step, or in the source when writing protc/ur directly. The third box

(second code example) shows the corrected statement where protc:aspect is nested inside

protc:input. There are numerous similar syntactic rules implemented in protc/ur using

Racket’s syntax/parse library.
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SELECT DISTINCT
?dataset ?protocol
?id_species ?species
?id_region ?region
?value ?unit
WHERE {

?protocol a sparc:Protocol ;
TEMP:protocolInvolvesAspect ?ast_asp ;
TEMP:protocolInvolvesInput ?ast_species ;
?_ ?ast_region .

?ast_asp a protcur:aspect ;
TEMP:hasValue asp:magnification ;

TEMP:protcurChildren [ TEMP:hasValue [ rdf:value ?value ;
TEMP:hasUnit ?unit ] ] .

?ast_species rdf:type protcur:input ;
TEMP:hasValue ?id_species .

?id_species rdfs:subClassOf+ NCBITaxon:33208 ; #
metazoa↪→

rdfs:label ?sl .
BIND (str(?sl) AS ?species)
?ast_region TEMP:protcurChildren* ?ast_reg ;
TEMP:hasValue ?id_region .

?id_region rdfs:subClassOf+ ?nerves_and_ganglia ;
rdfs:label ?rl .

BIND (str(?rl) AS ?region)
VALUES ?nerves_and_ganglia {
UBERON:0000122 # neuron projection bundle
UBERON:0000045 # ganglion

}
OPTIONAL {
{ ?dataset TEMP:hasProtocol ?protocol } UNION
{ ?protocol

TEMP:priorInformationalConstraintOnProcessThatGenerated
?dataset }}}

ORDER BY ?region ?dataset ?protocol

Figure 3.15: A SPARQL query to find protocols by objective magnification returning associ-

ated datasets, species, anatomical regions, and values for objective magnification.
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SELECT DISTINCT
?dataset
?protocol
(str(?label_drug) AS ?drug)
?value_lt
WHERE {

VALUES ?t {protcur:invariant protcur:parameter} .
?ast_inv a ?t .
?ast_inv TEMP:hasValue ?quantity .
?quantity TEMP:hasUnit unit:milligram%20%2F%20kilogram .
?quantity rdf:value ?value_lt .
FILTER (?value_lt < ?limit)

?ast_drug a protcur:input .
?ast_drug TEMP:protcurChildren+ ?ast_child .

?ast_child TEMP:hasValue ?quantity .
?ast_drug TEMP:hasValue ?id_drug .

?id_drug rdfs:label ?label_drug .

?protocol a sparc:Protocol .
?protocol TEMP:protocolInvolvesInput ?ast_drug .

?protocol TEMP:protocolInvolvesInput ?ast_in_sp .
?ast_in_sp rdf:type protcur:input .

?ast_in_sp TEMP:hasValue ?species .

OPTIONAL {
{ ?dataset TEMP:hasProtocol ?protocol } UNION
{ ?protocol

TEMP:priorInformationalConstraintOnProcessThatGenerated
?dataset }}

}
ORDER BY ?label_input ?value_lt

Figure 3.16: A SPARQL query to find protocols by species, drug, and dose returning associated

datasets and values for dose in mg/kg.
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Conclusion

Though formalization has provided the regular drumbeat for the work underlying this

dissertation, the repeated motif, with variation, that forms the overarching theme for this work is

that of making experimental scientific methodology explicit in information systems as a means

to organize scientific data and knowledge.

In the Neuron Phenotype Ontology the central organizing principle for its core formal

relationships is based on data modality and the methodology used to collect that data. The leaves

of the tree of phenotype predicates presented in Fig. 3 of Chapter One all specify how that

phenotype was DeterminedBy a particular methodology. Although it is not explicitly shown,

that hierarchy can be extended all the way down to individual protocols. A future objective is thus

to build an orthogonal model that can be used to generate the hierarchy of phenotype predicates

from a combination of data modality, techniques, and the exact protocols applied to determine

the value of a phenotype56. Some might say that this is more granularity than is needed, but it

reflects the fact that we cannot assume a priori that the value of a phenotype measured by one

protocol actually implies that the same value will always be obtained by the application of another

similar but not exactly identical protocol (and, as noted, even this level might not be sufficient

to account for important sources of variability56). The issue is well known to the experimental

community and is expressed by the phrase ”in our hands” to indicate such uncertainty. While

56In principle the hierarchy could be extended even further to the individual performances of a protocol, including

the executor, runtime parameters, etc. However, we are still far from having sufficiently instrumented laboratories

to collect the information needed to make representing that level of granularity a reality.
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thus far we have been able to make progress without going to such extreme levels of provenance

tracking, our information systems for managing neuron types and cell types more generally need

to be engineered to handle that level of detail should it prove necessary.

For the AtOM ontology, one of the original frustrations that prompted its creation was the

fact that the versions of atlases are not routinely reported in methods. This means that it is often

impossible to compare data between studies because atlases vary between versions and thus the

name associated with, e.g., a set of stereotaxic coordinates can and does change. A very basic

element of methodology was not being reported with sufficient granularity so we developed

a model capable of illustrating the issue and used it to provide concrete recommendations to

improve current practice, not only for users of atlases but for authors of atlases as well.

One area that is mentioned in Chapter Two that ties directly to using methodology to

manage information is that of delineation or parcellation criteria. Like the DeterminedBy phe-

notype predicates in NPO, these delineation criteria are the ultimate definition of an anatomical

region. Trying to apply coordinates from an atlas created for a particular strain to those of even

a closely related strain inevitably fails for some regions due to the intrinsic variability of biolog-

ical systems, and scientists have to expend effort modifying their protocols to converge on the

equivalent region. This is currently accepted as a simple fact of life, but it does not have to be

this way. Bottom-up processive criteria for defining anatomical regions, rather than top down

assertions drawn as lines on a map, are critical for creating systems that can enable more efficient

approaches to anatomy57. Similarly, not all criteria can be applied to the same sample58. It is

vital that the variety of methodological criteria that have been used to define anatomical regions

be accounted for so that we can compare the resulting atlas annotations.

Though not as straight forward to implement as in the case of phenotypes in NPO, we

57The domain of human neuroimaging shows the clearest example of how this can be achieved. They had to

develop a bottom-up solution because, among other reasons, the intrinsic variability in the anatomy of human cortical

regions makes it practically impossible to meaningfully apply a single static set of atlas annotations to more than

one individual.
58For example, we usually cannot apply histological techniques to living human subjects.
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can imagine creating a hierarchy of anatomical regions associated with a single anatomical term

based on the general techniques and exact protocols used to define them. Thus, using AtOM as

a starting point, we can imagine a future information system for anatomical atlases with regions

defined by bottom-up methodological criteria that can be applied consistently across species and

individuals.

Finally, protc/ur provides a practical implementation for capturing the fine details of

experimental methodology so that it can be used in information systems. While in the examples

from NPO and AtOM we draw the line at protocols, protc/ur shows that our ability to account

for methodological variability does end at the level of a whole protocol, and can be extended

down to the particulars of the individual participants, aspects, and constraints for a given proto-

col. In the vision of a fully instrumented laboratory, we can imagine going even further, to the

performances of individual protocols.

Thus, although we are as yet only at the beginning of the path, we can see a way forward

to create practical systems that can account for and track methodological variability throughout

the scientific process. In this way, if we cannot banish the specter of ”human error” from science

forever, we will come at least in the end to some place where it will be possible to identify sources

of systematic error on the scale of individual labs and make it practical for them to take action to

reduce it.
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